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Preface to the Series
The RIKEN BNL Research Center (RBRC) was established in April 1997 at
Brookhaven National Laboratory. It is funded by the "Rikagaku Kenkyusho" (RIKEN,
The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research) of Japan. The Memorandum of
Understanding between RIKEN and BNL, initiated in 1997, has been renewed in 2002 and
again in 2007. The Center is dedicated to the study of strong interactions, including spin
physics, lattice QCD, and RHIC physics through the nurturing of a new generation of
young physicists.
The RBRC has both a theory and experimental component. The RBRC Theory
Group and the RBRC Experimental Group consists of a total of 25-30 researchers.
Positions include the following: full time RBRC Fellow, half-time RHIC Physics Fellow,
and full-time, post-doctoral Research Associate. The RHIC Physics Fellows hold joint
appointments with RBRC and other institutions and have tenure track positions at their .
respective universities or BNL. To date, RBRC has ~50 graduates of which 14 theorists
and 6 experimenters have attained tenure positions at major institutions worldwide.
Beginning in 2001 a new RIKEN Spin Program (RSP) category was implemented
at RBRC. These appointments are joint positions of RBRC and RIKEN and include the
following positions in theory and experiment: RSP Researchers, RSP Research
Associates, and Young Researchers, who are mentored by senior RBRC Scientists. A
number of RIKEN Jr. Research Associates and Visiting Scientists also contribute to the
physics program at the Center.
RBRC has an active workshop program on strong interaction physics with each
workshop focused on a specific physics problem. In most cases all the talks are made
available on the RBRC website. In addition, highlights to each speaker's presentation are
collected to form proceedings which can therefore be made available within a short time
after the workshop. To date there are ninety proceeding volumes available.
A 10 teraflops RBRC QCDOC computer funded by RIKEN, Japan, was unveiled
at a dedication ceremony at BNL on May 26, 2005. This supercomputer was designed and
built by individuals from Columbia University, IBM, BNL, RBRC, and the University of
Edinburgh, with the U.S. D.O.E. Office of Science providing infrastructure support at
BNL. Physics results were reported at the RBRC QCDOC Symposium following the
dedication. QCDSP, a 0.6 teraflops parallel processor, dedicated to lattice QCD, was
begun at the Center on February 19, 1998, was completed on August 28, 1998, and was
decommissioned in 2006. It was awarded the Gordon Bell Prize for price performance in
1998.
N. P. Samios, Director
March 2008
*Work performed under the auspices of U.S.D.O.E. Contract No. DE-AC02-98CHI0886.
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1RBRC Scientific Review Committee Meeting
November 17-18,2008
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973
The ninth evaluation of the RIKEN BNL Research Center (RBRC) took
place on Nov. 17-18, 2008, at Brookhaven National Laboratory. The
members of the Scientific Review Committee (SRC) were Dr. Dr. Wit
Busza (Chair), Dr. Miklos Gyulassy, Dr. Akira Masaike, Dr. Richard Milner,
Dr. Alfred Mueller, and Dr. Akira Ukawa. We are pleased that Dr.
Yasushige Yano, the Director of the Nishina Institute of RIKEN, Japan
participated in this meeting both in informing the committee of the activities
of the Nishina Institute and the role of RBRC and as an observer of this
reVIew.
In order to illustrate the breadth and scope of the RBRC program, each
member of the Center made a presentation on his/her research efforts. This
encompassed three major areas of investigation, theoretical, experimental
and computational physics. In addition the committee met privately with the
fellows and postdocs to ascertain their opinions and concerns.
Although the main purpose of this review is a report to RIKEN Management
(Dr. Ryoji Noyori, RIKEN President) on the health, scientific value,
management and future prospects of the Center, the RBRC management felt
that a compendium of the scientific presentations are of sufficient quality
and interest that they warrant a wider distribution. Therefore we have made
this compilation and present it to the community for its information and
enlightenment.
We thank Brookhaven National Laboratory and the U. S. Department of
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Monday. November 17. 2008
8:00 AM - 9:00 AM SRC Executive Session (Room 2-160)
{Presentations by RIKEN/RBRC Adminstration}









Exp. Group overview: HI Physics and PHENIX upgrade projects
Direct photon measurements at PHENIX
Hard Scattering Physics in PHE~IX.And ATLAS
PHENIX Muon Trigger FEE Upgrades for Sea Quark Polarization
Measurement via W-Boson
PHENIX VTX upgrade: Overview and Pixel detector










11 :00 Exp. Group overview: Spin Physics
11 :15 Constraining Delta G by Measuring Double Helicity
Asymmetry in Neutral Pion Production -




4Charged Hadrons from pp collisions at sqrt(s)=62.4 GeV
11 :45 Fragmentation Functions from Belle
12:00 Drell-Yan measurement with polarized proton beams





1:30 PM - 3:30 PM
SRC Executive Session - Working Lunch (Room 2-160)
THEORY GROUP PRESENTATIONS (Large Seminar Room)
Larry Me Lerran, Chair
1:30 QCD thermodynamics on the lattice
1:50 The quark and gluon propagators at finite temperature
2:00 Nucleon Structure on the Lattice
2: 10 Study of eta' meson using domain-wall QeD
2:20 Improved Non-perturbative Renorrnalization
2:30 Dynamical QCD+QED lattice simulations
2:40 Perturbative O(a) matchfng in static heavy and domain-wall
light quark system
2:50 Drell-Yan Lepton Pair Azimuthal Correlation: Lam-Tung
Relation Revisited -
3: 10 Neutrinos from cor~ collapse supernovae











3:30 PM - 4:00 PM
4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
Break
THEORY GROUP PRESENTATIONS (Large Seminar Room)
Tony Baltz, chair
4:00 Probing Hot and Cold Nuclear Matter
4: 10 Medium-induced energy loss at weak and strong coupling
4:20 Viscous hydrodynamics and RHIC
4:30 Progress on Hydrodynamics ~nd AdS/CFT
4:40 Suppression of the Shear Viscosity in a "semi" Quark.
Gluon Plasma
4:50 Resummation in the high energy limit
5:00 Coherent and incoherent diffractive hadron production in pA
collisions
5: 10 The gluon propagator and the heavy-quark potential in anisotropic
QCD
5:20 Dynamical study of bare sigma pole with 1/Nc classifications












Tuesday, November 18. 2008
8:00 AM to 9:00 AM SRC Executive Session (Room 2-160)
59:00 AM -11:00 AM





INTRODUCTORY TALKS (Large Seminar Room)
Nicholas P. Samios, Chair
RBC Collaboration Research Highlights
(Robert Mawhinney)
Lattice Gauge Computing (Norman Christ)
(QCDOC, QCDX)
Physics at RHIC with Upgrades (Yasuyuki Akiba)
e-RHIC (Abhay Deshpande)
BNL - Strategic Plan (S. Vigdor)
SRC Executive Session - Working Lunch (Room 2-160)
INTERVIEWS - Meetings with Individual RBRC Staff
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Spin Structure of the Proton








RHIC - .Luminosity of Upgrade
e'RH:IC ._- 'Electron (~apability
QCDX - 300 Tflop









d-Au 100 GeV/Amu 100 Ge'V/Amu
220 nb-' (-10 x Run 3)
Polmized ppl00 GeV >:; 100 Oe\'
20 pb- l (--3 x Run 6)
Recent RHIC Research Highlights VI: CanIi-p
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NLO pQCD analysis incorporating RHIC spin inclusive jet and .7f!J ALL
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Preparation for Future Runs
Low Energy -JSNN = 9.2 Gev.
Critical Point
3,000 Events - Star.
Measured particle yields
v'" V2, l'nr. ..
All look good







50 100 150 200 .250 30
Uncorrected charged track multiplicity (ttll < 0.5)
Analysis based on "W 3000 good






Collider experiment: Uniform Acceptance
for all beam energies
:,:r"·K··..-"··,,· ..· ············--~·:·····~~~,··'l
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solid : pos~Jve parilcles





Total number of events for Au+Au 9.2 GeV ~ 3000
These ratios follow the observed beam energy dependence
KlTt ratios reflect strangeness production in heavy ion collisions
NA49 : PRe 66 (2002) 054902, PRC 77 (2008) 024903, PRC 73 (2006) 044910
STAR: ArXiv: 0808.2041, QM2008; E802(AGS): PRe 58 (1998) 3523, PRe 60 (1999) 044904,064901, PRe 62 (2000) 024901,
E895(AGS) : PRC 68 (2003) 054903
Iinjection i··_·J 250 GeV l····-·.··,----···'··,.------·---.".m..-......-- 30
45 % polarization on first acceleration to 250 GeV!
160 180 200 220 240
'0.012 '1 ··.·'.'...··,···.·'·.."......,,·,.....·...m ... ···"'m·w....·.w···,·.....·.~w,,··,'...·~y ...•....·.·.·,w...'-".·.w.·••·.'.....A.'•• ',,'.""
·Lossat strong intrinsic
0.01 lrr+ . resonance (136 GeV);
i O·OO8 t .tt!f±+4-1+~- :a~~b:n~~.adjusting
e 0006! .L 1, f '<r T ,-", i}' I "";"1 ....... .,. .
















Tentative RHIC RUD Plan Following 2008 PAC Recommendations
(assumes 6·month FY09 CR, 2..sp-ecies runs in 1~YIO-14 & best into on detector upgrade schedules)
Fistsl Colliding ,Beam Comments
Year SpecieslEnerg)'
2009 200 G'eV p+p
500 GeV p+p
2010
-12 physics weeks to complete 200 CicV Au., tucasurt-wcnts - could be s"vapped with 500
GeV RWl 10 if:>6..month FY09 CR likely; STARDAQ1000 fully operational
-5-6 physics weeks to commissk~n collisions. \.vork on polaril.ation & lUlninosity and
obtain fjrst Wproducttun sign~u to nleet 2011 RIKEN m.Heslone
9.. 10 physics \veekswith PHENIX llBD, STAR DAQ1000 & T()F l,ennirs lo\v-rnass
200 <ieV Au+An. dOt ... 1 t i'll 11" f h·}' , O'lJepton response map any .li· f co ISlon test 0 transverse stoc asHe CQ{hlUg (one r.mg:)
200 GeV Au+Au Long run \vith fuB stochastic cooling, PHENIX VTX and prototype STAR liFT installed:








1~ energy S~1n for critical point senrch, using top-off mode foI' luminosity improvement -
energies and focus signals to be decided; commissi()n PHENIX Vrx. (at least prototype)
1;~t U+U run \vith EBIS, to increase energy density coverage
1:'4 long 500 C,-eV p+p run~ with Pl:ffiNIX luuon trigger and STA,R FOT upgrades, ttl reach
,.. )00 ph"· for substantial statistics onW' production and li(j measurements
Reach -300 pb·' to address 2013 DOE performance milestone on W' production
2013
2014
200 GeV A:u+Au To be detennined from 1~~ lo,-.l";E scan and 1$i upgradedlutninosity runs! progress on lo\v-E
or 2nd low..E- scan e-coolillg, and on installation ofPllENIX FVTX and NCe and fun STA.R HFT
200 GeV ,Au+Au Run option not chosen for 2013 run - low-E scan addresses 20] S DOE milestone on
or critical po'int, fuH..Ernn addresses 2014 (y..jet) and 2016 (identified heavy flavor)
















































































RB.RC & Alumni & Advisors
Quark Matter 2008
Jaipur, India, Feb. 4-10, 2008







































Understanding QG.P through Spectral
Functions and Euclidean Correlators
M6csy, Petreczky
June 30-July 4, 2008












More COlnplex 8i Exciting
Quarks, Gluons. Orbital Angular M.olnentutn
500 GeV PolaJized Protons



















(~oh.eret1t Electron C~ooling faster
Phased Approach
38
Theoretical Physics at RIKEN-BNL Center
Strong Interactions and QCD
How do quarks and gluons compose strongly interacting particles?
How do fundamental interactions of QCD produce mass and confinement?
What is the behavior of strongly interacting matter in bulk?
Nuclear Matter ----+ Quark Gluon Plasma
Color Glass Condensate, Glasma
Quarkyonic Matter
What is the physics beyond the standard model?
Tests of CKM matrix.
Hadron corrections to weak matrix elements
All issues intertwined!
Require understanding and computation.
Activities in Pursuit of These Questions
Lattice Gauge Theory
Masses and matrix elements of hadrons
CKM matrix
Properties of QGP and hadronic matter
Structure of Hadrons
Origin of spin
Quark and gluon distribution functions
Perturbative QCD at RHIC and LHC





Quarkyonic Matter (Unexpected new state of matter at high density)
Chiral Magnetic Effect (Event by event P and CP Violation)





Accomplishments and Goals of Lattice Gauge
Theory at RBRC
Have built and are now operating OCDOC. (Two other machine
built and operating: DOE and Edinburgh)
New computer?
The weak interactions in strongly interacting particles
CP violation in kaon decays
Spectra of exotic hadronic states, such as the scalar nonet.




Accomplishments and Goals in Study of Spin
and Perturbative QCD
Achievements:
Developed GRSV Spin Structure Functions
Developed one set of standard structure functions used in heavy
ion, dA and pp
Used GRSV for analysis at RHIC
NLO spin asymmetry in pp and gamma p->pion X (gluon spin
measurement)
OCD soft gluon resummations
Single spin asymmetries in DIS and polarized pp
Goals
Extract gluon spin from RHIC experiments
Understand hard processes in larger program 4
2
40
Accomplishments and Goals in Study of High Energy
Density Matter
Accomplishments:
Complete 3-d computations of distributions of particle produced in
heavy ion collisions and relation to QGP
Developed a theory of matter at small x: Color Glass Condensate
Understood initial conditions in heavy ion collisions and early stages of
evolution: Glasma
Quarkyonic matter as a possible new phase of high energy density
matter
The chiral magnetic effect and event by event P and CP violation
The ridge phenomena and imaging of colored flux tubes
Goals:
Understand the nature of matter at highest energy densities
Understand from first principles in QCD, the high energy limit 5




BNL, Columbia, Stony Brook
In both HEP and NP at BNLstrong interest in
theory and experiment
New BNL lattice gauge theory group under Karsch
Supportive ·atmosphere for young people





OCDOC and Lattice Gauge Theory
Joint Columbia-RBRC Project
NT has Jung as Junior Faculty





Larry Trueman in HEP
RHIC Physics
Strong collaboration with NT group
Kharzeev and Venugopalan were RBRC
Participation in Theory Advisory Committee
7
RBRC-BNL University Fellows Program (Theory)
University pays 1/2 of academic year salary
University selects candidates






R. Fries, Texas A&M
D. Molnar, Purdue
P. Petreczky, BNL
K. Tuchin, Iowa State
C. Lunardini, Arizona State




A. Stasto (Penn State)
























Broad based coverage of topics related to areas of interest.
Must have an RBRC members as one of the proposers
Spin and Pert. QCD 41
Lattice and Computing 12
Quark Gluon Plasma 8
High Energy QCD 3
Jets and Hard Processes at RHIC 4
Flow, Hydrodynamics and Event Simulation 5
Hadron Physics and QCD 4
Color Glass Condensate 3
New Discoveries at RHIC 1
RBRC Theory Postdocs who have received faculty Faculty Jobs:
Recent Examples:
K. Itakura (KEK) (CGC)
T. Hirano (Tokyo) (RHIC Phenomenology)
K. Fukushima (Yukawa) (Color Superconductivity, CGC)
Yoshi Hatta (Tsukuba) (CGC)
S. Sasaki (Tokyo U.) (Lattice)
Y. Nara (Akita U.) (RHIC Phenomenology, CGC)
H. Fuji (Tokyo U.) (RHIC Phenomenology, CGC)
M. Kitazawa (Osaka) (QGP)
N. Yamada (KEK) (Lattice)
C.Orginos (William and Mary) (Lattice)
M. Wingate (Cambridge) (Lattice)














































































































































































































































































































-One of the simplest process
QCDtest
~Baselinefor HI physics
~ pol PDF measurement




2. (internal) conversion method
1.
(signal) =(all photons) - (background photons)













1 .. Consistent to
Run3 final
1cr1 PRL98,012002(2007)
















&I direct l RNo 0-1004
• 1f!J RM 0-10% (arXiv:0801.4020)
" fl ~()"10%
This plot is already shown
many times as a preliminary.
Comments
A difficulty in high pi region.
(=piO merging, very rare.)




-. - - +cold nuclear effect (EKS)
-- +energy loss 20<roc <25GeV
KOkada HP08
Issues in high pT region ~,:::::::::
5
There is a chance to pick up cosmic events.
We needed the EMCal ToF calibration.
A study of the dry run shows the probability of non beam events is about right
for 150kHz BBC trigger rate.
The RAA will go up a little.
11/17/2008 RBRe review <5
60
II
The analysis is done
by K.Sakashita (Tokyo Tech)
0.2 III UII0 ... ···
2 :I 4 IS • 7P,- (OeV'o)
0.3 ...
Run6pp : O.065pb-l
pp - yX " •• 82A QeV
P==~~Ti!=-1cewer
_. NLQ pOCD (by W.Vogeleeng)
CTllaeMPDF
~. 111PT' Port 2py
To the lower collision ene{gYI
The isospin effect should appear at lower pT.
We are free from the experimentatlssues
(cosmic ray event, plO photon merging.)
10
We see the direct photon signal.






11/17/2008 RBRe review 7

























I • 10 12 14PT(GeY/c)
We hope to set a limit
in the end of the program.
RunS: 2.5pb-1, p=47% -+ p4L=O.12pb-1
Run6: 7pb-1, p=S7% -+p4l=O.74pb-1 The analysis is done
by R. Bennett (SUNY)
Current goal: SOpb-1, P=60% -+ P4l=6.5pb-1
They are important first
measurements.
11/11/2008 RBRC review 10
62
Summary
-Direct photon Js a clean probe in QCDe
section
We understood the backgrounds of non-beam origin.
-+ It Is more important for the high pT rare signal.
We saw the signal In lower -Vs collisions (62.4GeV).
-+ It is statistically limited. We may come back to this energy depends
on the run plan.
-~~ec~surerner'tof polarized PDf
It is sensitive to the sign of AG unlike piO/Jet probes.
It Is a rare process.
The purity is not good where we have statistics.
We have first measurements.
-+ We need more luminosity and polarization to accomplish the mission•
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Nucleon structure with dynamical (2+1)-flavor domain wall fermions
Shigerni ()hta *H [RBC and UKQCD Collaborations]
R,BR,C Scientific Review, Novernber 17, 2008
R,BC and UKQCD collaborations jointly produced (2+1)-flavor dynarnical DWF ensembles:
• 243 x 64 x 16 (2.7frn across), 163 x 32 x 16 (1.8 frn), ...
• Iwasaki gauge action, f3 = 2.13, and Domain-Wall Fernlions (DWF) quarks, M 5 = 1.8,
• mstrangea = 0.04, mup-downa = 0.03,0.02,0.01 and 0.005, with a-1 rv 1.7 GeV.
Best ever hadron structure calculations: flavor and chiral synunetries and lattice volurne.
• Very accurate detennination of kaon bag pararneter, BWS(2GeV) = 0.524(10)(28),
• beginning to see SU(3) chiral perturbation failure, e.g. NLO corrections rv 0.5xLO.
11(\1'(\ \ve report 801n(\ lo\v lnorueuts of is()vc'ctor nl1clcon stlTlctUl'(\ functions ('(dculated by "nlkcshj
Huey-\iVen Lin. Shoichi Sasaki Torn BhlHL JHInes Za11C)ttL Robert 1\v('edie, ... and are no\v hurd.
*Inst. Particle and Nuclear Stuclies~ KEK~ Tsukuba~ Ibaraki 305-0801, Japan
tPhysics Department, Sokenclai Graduate University of Advanced Studies, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-0801, Japan
tRIKEN BNL Research Center~ Upton~ NY 11973~ USA
Four isovector fornl factors paranleterize neutron f3 decay:
(pl~;(x)ln) = up [fP,C)\_(q2) - q.\0'.\p,CiT (q2)] une iq .x ,
p.
where Gv = F1 and Gr = _2_ in electrornagnetic notations, and
2mN
(pIA~(x)ln) = up [f/Lf5C),i1(q2) + iq/Lf5Cir>(q2)] uneiq .x .
The vector and axial charges, g\' = Gv(O), and the axial charge, 9.1 = GA(O), detennines neutron life:
• g\' cos {j("
• g,\ =::, X .llv 1.
It is an inter()sting alld irnpoltant cllallcngc for nUlncTicallattic'e C~C;'D to reproduce this vaIue.
Nucleon forrn factor experirnents of course are not lilnited to neutron {3 decays:
• Vast data of lepton elastic scattering exist at wide range of rIlorIlentuln transfer values.
• We can extract of the respective forrTl factors,
• <u1<nnctJolls 111on1('n1',
• 'iT IV lV ,qTi,\' ,
• l)~('udus('ala1' clffectiv(1 coupling, ge, that enters the IIluon capture by nucleon,
and so on.




The structure functions are rneasured in deep inelastic scattering of leptons off nucleon: (J" ex: l fL1Fll/"/u/.
Since the leptonic tensor, ltl)) , is known, we can extract the hadronic tensor:
W{/UJ}(x,Q2) = (_g/w + q:r) Fj (X,Q2) + (pfl ~ ;qtt) (p IJ _ ;qIJ) F2(X~Q2),
Wl/UJ](X,Q2) = iEttl/paqp (~(91(X,Q2) + g2(X,Q2)) - q '~Pag2(X,Q2)),




Their rnOl1Jents are described in tenns of Wilson's operator product expansion:
2 101 dx x n- 1F1(x, Q2) L ci;,~ \JJiJq(J-L) + O(1/Q2),
q=u"d
101 dx xn- 2F2(x, Q2) L c~:~ (:rli)q(J-L) + O(1/Q2),
f='u,d
2101dx Xngl(X, Q2) L ei:~, (:I,!i)0.q(J-L) + O(1/Q2),
q=u"d
2 fa1 dx X"g2(X, Q2) ~_n_ L [e~,n d~;(J-L) - 2ef.n \;I: iI )0.f/(J-L)] + O(1/Q2).
2n + 1 q=u"d
(.:r 1i ) II (J-L), (.I'lI) 0.(/ (J-L) and dZ (J-L) are calculable on the lattice as forward rnatrix elernents of certain local operators.
In addition, the ten::-;ol' charge, (l\jq(J-L), is beginning to be reported byexperirnents.
We use the standard proton operator, B = Eabc(urC ,5db)uc to create and annihilate proton states.
• Gaussian-smeared with radius of 7, to optilllize overlap with the ground state at finite momenta.
• Project the positive-parity ground state, so our two-point proton function takes the form
( 1+ It) -C 2pt (t) = L -2- . (B(3(tsink)Ba(tsource)),
eX,!3 a;3
(6)
with t = tsink - tsource'
(7)
• Insert an appropriate observable operator O(q, T) at tirne T, tsource :::; T :::; tsink, and possibly finite rnornen-
turn transfer if, to obtain a forrn factor or structure function rnornent three-point function,
CfpiJ(t, T.il) == L f o!/3(B;3(tsink)O(if, t)Ba(tsource)),
a,;3
1 + It f' 1 . I' d 1 r 1 + It . k -'- 4 f 1
-2-' or t Ie spln-unpo anze ,ane = -2-~15Ik, r , or tIewith appropriate projection, f =
polarized.
• R,atios of these two- and three-point functions give plateaux for 0 < T < t that give the bare lattice rnatrix
1 f d d 1 11 /o)bare = cfr7(t, T) 2 0 A fi' 2 d k fe ernents 0 esire. 0 )serva ) es: e.g. \ C () at q = . t rute q we nee to ta e care 0
2pt t
extra kinernatics.
• R,enorrnalize the structure function rnornents by R'ollle-Southarnpton RJ-MC)M non-perturbative renornal-
ization prescription2
r-['he g()(H 1UJlltiul1uln-lLkc' flavor aud chirHl ()f durnclill-\v;dl fc'rrniollt-) ;-lIC' vel'.v useful here ill eIinlin<ltiltg
1unvHllted li:1tticc-;-lrtihlcl t11H1 arc' pn'Sc'llt in 1)1(lny other :f<'l"lUl( HI schenH's.
2C. Dawson et al. l Nud. Phys. B 514 1 313 (1998) [arXiv:hep-lat/9707009].
156
The R,BC-UKC~CD joint (2+1)-fiavor dynarnical DWF coarse en8ernbles3 : generated with
• Iwasaki action at the coupling j3 = 2.13, corresponding to the lattice cut off of about a-I = 1.73(3) CeV.
• Two lattice volurnes, 163 x 32 and 243 x 64, corresponding to linear spatial extent of about 1.8 and 2.7 fIn.
• The dynarnical strange and up and down quarks are described by DWF actions with the fifth-dirnensional
Inass of Ms = 1.8.
• The strange lllass is set at 0.04 in lattice unit and turns out to be about twelve percent heavier than physical
including the additive correction of the residual rnass, m res = 0.003.
• The degenerate up and down rnass is varied at 0.03, 0.02, 0.01 and 0.005, corresponding to pion rnass of
about 0.67, 0.56, 0.42 and 0.33 CeV and nucleon rnass are about 1.55, 1.39, 1.22 and 1.15 CeV.
mfa # of config. 's Ineas. interval Nsources m 7r (CeV) mN (CeV)
0.005 932 10 4 0.33 1.15
0.01 356 10 4 0.42 1.22
0.02 98 20 4 0.56 1.39
0.03 106 20 4 0.67 1.55
aC. Allton et a1. 1 [RBC+UKQCDL arXiv:0804.0473 [hep-lat].
Two irnportant sources of systernatic error:
size ()f tIlt) Idtticc, and
Finite size: chiral-perturbation-inspired analysis llleson observables suggests
• a dilnensionless product, lnTl L,
of the calculated pion Inass, m 7r and lattice linear spatial extent, L, should be set greater than 4
• to drive the finite-volurne correction below one percent.
The available lattice calculations seern to support this.
While our present pararneters satisfY this condition, it should be ernphasized that this criterion is
• not ]\:uo\vn snfJicicHt for
It is ilnporta.nt to check this through the) pn)Sellt calculaJiolls. :-ule1 it is illdccci (u] ilnportant purpose.
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Excited-state contarnination: tlH\ tinK' '~f<""' < ... ·".".1."., 1", l)ctyv('C'l.l. tll.e SC}llrCC <111c1 sinl\:
• so the resultant nucleon ohscTva,hlcs arc free of contanlinatiol1 fron1 excited states.
It<lS to 1)(' rnadc as \VC' set thc' qnark: lUclSSCS
()ur previous study with two dynarnical flavors of DWF quarks4 helps with a sirnilar cutoff rv 1.7 GeV.
0.5 0.5
0.4 IDf=0.02, tsep = 10 0.4 IDf=0.02, t sep=12 ~
"t:l "t:l
I I
A 0.3 <J> a> A 0.3 ~~ ~v "::3!::~::6E::S> v ~ ------------,---ep.--~--:p0.2 0.2 ~---t--f-- ------------
0.1 (1) 0.1
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
t-tsrc t-tsrc
Clear systernatic difference is seen between the shorter tirne separation of 10, or about 1.16 frn, and longer 12,
or 1.39 frn: the former averages about 0.24 while the latter about 0.20:
• 1.2 :h1l """~~"l~~.·~~~.~<,'.:~. isLoo Sh01t fc)r U{H.]c'on vvith O.S (ie'\/ ryi.on.
Pl'csent \vork\vi th
4H. W. Lin, T. Blum, S. Ohta, S. Sasaki and T. Yamazaki, [RBCL arXiv:0802.0863 [hep-Iat].
We need a than 1.2 fIlJ separation in this work, at least. However, the lluc~lcon signal docs not allc}\v












\Vc H'1""tle' \vith 1.4 fnl, vvhcrc the signals aTe rtCCcptable.
• mp=O.OO5 •
0.4 • mp=O.OI 0.4
0.3 I I 0.3I i Ii I I I I0.2 I I 0.2
•
0.1 I 0.1
00 10 12 o 0
• mp=O.OO5 I
• mp=O.OI ;t
I ; Iii '
,
10 12
rro confinll this choice is sufliciently long to clill1inatc the exejtcd-statc contan1inatioll, we need to collect rnore
statistics at a sonrce-sink separation.
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Axial charge5 , gA: actually a renonnalized ratio gAlgv,
1.3 1.3
1.2 + t f ;t 1.2 ! rt,t + !1.1 + f 1.1 tf • N r=2+1(2.7fm) !• N r=2+1(1.8fm) 0.9
0.9 • N r=2(1.9fm)
gA/gy(DWF) *' experiment
0.8 gA/gy (DWF)
0.7 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.62 4 6 7 9 10 11 12m~[GeV2] mLIT
With heavy up/down, they are all in proxirnity of the experirllent, and do not depend on the up/down Illass.
• However at lighter Illass they deviate away froIll the experiment, depending on the vohllne.
Size effect? Indeed! Replot in mTlL and they are rllonotonic: Scaling in mTlL.
• Takeshi Yarnazaki's discovery. He also discovered this in 2-fiavor dynarnical Wilson.
• Was seen in quenched calculations6, but as a rnuch srnaller effect.
3 frn box no longer rnakes sense for nucleon structure studies: need larger box, 5-7 frn .
.5T. Yamazaki et al. [HBC+UKQCD], Phys. Hev. Lett. 100, 171602 (2008) [arXiv:0801.4016 [hep-lat]].
6S. Sasaki, K. Orginos, S. Ohta and T. Blum [HBCK], Phys. Hev. D 68,054509 (2003) [arXiv:hep-lat/0306007]; see also S. Sasaki and T. Yamazaki,
Phys. Hev. D 78, 014510 (2008) [arXiv:0709.3150 [hep-lat]].







0.7 0 0.1 0.2 0.3
m~[GeV2]








Vector charge: conserved, and so no excited-state contarllination.
• Very accurately calculated: Zv == ZA == 1/gv == 1/1.3918(19) == 0.7185(10),
agrees very well with rneson-sector estirnate of ZA == 0.7161(1)7.
7C. Allton et ai., [HBC+UKQCD], arXiv:0804.0473 [hep-lat].
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Mornents of structure functions: the lattice ratio, (X)u-d/ (x) 6.u-6.d, of the isovector quark nlornentunl fraction
to the helicity fraction, is naturally renorrnalized on the lattice, much like the fornl factor ratio, gAlgv,








• Nf=2+1 DWF (2.7fm)
• It does not show any discernible dependence on the up/down quark nlass, and
• in excellent agreenlent with the experirllent.
• In contrast to gAlgv, however, this quantity does not deviate away frorn the experinlent.
This suggests the rllornents of inelastic structure functions such as the rnomentunl fraction, (X)u-d' and he-
licity fraction, (x) 6.u-6.d, rnay not suffer so severely fronl the finite-size effect that plagues elastic forrll factor
calculations. To clarify this, we are perforrning follow up calculations at the snlaller volurlle of 1.8 frn.
0.4
0.35
f, tt -!J ., 0.3
"
• •
i • • 0.25
,
(X)u_d (x)~u-~d0.2 ~ .
•
Nf=2+1 DWF (2.7fm) experiment •
Nr2+1 DWF (2.7fm)
•
Nf=O DWF (2.4fm) 0.15~ •
Nf=O DWF (2.4fm)
• Nf=2+1 Mix (2.5fm) •






Mornents of structure functions: absolute values, (X)71,-d, and (x) 6.u-6.d, fully non-perturbatively renormalized
(Z == 1.15(4) and 1.15(3) ).
0.35 r-T"'__........T"""T"...,....,__'T"""T"""'T"""'l~""I"""""__r-T"'__.........-T"""T"...,....,
0.1 0 0.1 0.4 0.1 0 0.1 0.4
Both trend down toward the experirnent at the lightest up/down Inass:
• May well be real physics, as lighter quarks share its rnomenturll Illore with other degrees of freedorll.
To test this, we are conducting follow-up calculations on the smaller, 1.8 frll, volurne.
LHPC/MILC non-unitary nlixecl-action calculations8 are significantly lower, by about 20 %, than ours. Likely
caused by their use of
• only perturbative renonnalization or the significantly shorter source/sink separation in tirlle, or both.
8Ph. Hagler et at. [LHPC], Phys. Rev. D 77~ 094502 (2008) [arXiv:0705.4295 [hep-lat]].
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vohl.lne:
Mornents of structure functions:
• Thc isovector tensor charge, (1)611-6d, fully NPR, (Z == 0.783(3)), can provide a prediction, 1.10(7), or 0.7?
Wc nccd to understand the finite-size correction and/or chiral extrapolation.
1.4
0.05 I I
(I )8u-8d d1at ""e"" ""0.04 Unrcnortnalized ...1 ... "" ""1.2 ...
""."""" ""! t 0.03 "" ........"""""" ""+ 0.02 ...... """" ....... ""! ... ""1 "" ""1"""""""" "" • all components0.01 ",,-:,.""~e"" • u components
0.8 - 0 -Z:,.4~_ -<>- __ • d components
, .------~
-0.01 ------.--
0.6 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 -0.02 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
m~[GeV2] m~[GeV2]
• Twist-3 d1, though not renorrnalized yet, see1ns to support the Wandzura-Wilczek relation9.
!JS. Wandzura and F. Wilczek, Phys. Lett. B 72, 195 (1977).
Conclusions: (2+1)-flavor, Iwasaki+DWF dynamical calculations with, a-I == 1.73(2) CeV, (2.74(3)f1n)3 box,
m res == 0.00315(2), mstrange == 0.04, m Tl == 0.67, 0.56, 0.42 and 0.33 CeV; mN == 1.55, 1.39, 1.22 and 1.15 CeV:
finite-:--;i7c ('lfeet S('I'11 in aXii-II-current forrnfaetors: rnrtjor ()bSt.flClc thi:lt ck'llUtnds
• }\Iost clearly seen in a naturally rcnorlnalized quantity. gA /gt/. Dcrl1ands 5-10 frn box.
• Yet G p yeilds gTlNN and gp favorably conlparing with expcri1nents.
• Vector current is better-behaved: 1nagnetic rn01nent is good and radii call HBXPT into question.
In contrast, i:l rCll()1'Ulali7/\(1 ratio.
• It is consistent vvith experirl1enL and cloes not shovv any cliscernihle quark-llli-1SS clepcndencc.
In absolute values,
•
ShO\Vall ,\1",."""".,,,,,, .• ,, trelHl l'f}\Vdrd """""-"'11\",.,,\1" in both 1l101l1cutlUll etHd llclicit,v fnt(Jious.
- Light quark 01' finite' VOlUllle'?Plan tC) check the srllallel' 1.8-fl11 box.
- But they arc diffc'1'(:nt frOl11 cOITespollcling L1IP(~/r'vlIL(~ 1'('sults. NPR? lJnitarity? Source/sink?
• Structure function renor1nalizations are now conlplete: typically 15-20 % effect.
Need better understanding of finite-size effects and chiral behaviors:
• HllXilial'Y cl{'1cnnillrurt ('i-ll(·,datic)11S, \vitll (r--v Vl.·>llllll(' (tllCl r--v2()()-,~1('\! 1)i()11.
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• Lattice OeD
• Strong l.I ( 1 ),4 puzzle
• Calculation details









• Dynamical quak effects (jVF == 2,2 + 1)
• Isospin breaking from quark masses rrL,u rnJd.
R. Zhou, T. Blum, T. Doi, M. Hayakawa, TI, N. Yamada
(Riken-BNL-Columbia collab. ) arXiv:081 0.1302, PRD76:114508.
.~;~/ Jd~~=j :: (UM)~}(M~V)



















0.2 0.4 n.6 0.8
(quoted in PDG 2008 )











Strong [1 (1 )L4 puzzle
• psuedoscalar (PS) mesons are light as it would be NG-boson in
quark (u,d,s) massless limit, where the spontaneous chiral symmetry
breaking occurs: /,'t[1(:3)\,-7 x ~S1[J(:3)"4 -t kS'tU(:.3)-'/7




• Strong rr (1 )/\ puzzle
• Calculation details




• DWF is chirally symmetric, has an integer definition of topolgical
charge, thus an optimal lattice quark to study this puzzle.
• In -+ 00, Witten-Veneziano formula:
3/17
Calculation details
• jV.F, == 2 dynamical DWQCD vacuume
o Gaussian smearing (Wupertal smear)
o Using the 2x2 correlators
{unsmear, smear}-{unsmear, smear}
o Positive definite correlators
o Excited states
o More frequent measurements in trajectories
• I) rv 10% larger value at chiral limit
• G{) lighter, rv 1 GeV from 1.5 GeV.
• r/ has rv 15 % error
• 7[* and .llf*
• Nonzero signal for w, the singlet vector meson.
• lVT? == 2 + 1. calculations will be very interesting. 4/17
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• Lattice OeD
• Strong CI ( 1 ) ./1 puzzle
• Calculation details











lVF == 2 ensemble
• [1 == O.8() DBW2
• (1i-- 1 == 1.688(21) GeV (from J'o)
• l~a = 1.87 fm
• rniT'C8 == 0.00137(4)
rrlf I }\i[[)S / jlfl / I mesured configs
0.02 0.53(1 ) 940
0.03 0.60(1 ) 560
0.04 0.65(1 ) 470
New mesurements





• Gauge convariant smearing for both of quarks (Gaussian-shape
smearing, Wuppertal) also to source and sink:











• Two (four) intepolation fields
o ()L == qL (:'I~)I'qL(~T) : local intepolation fields









)(--- ( .. '. ( .. A()(t,to)to) ~
• Lattice OCD
• Strong if ( 1)"4 puzzle
• Calculation details





• p effective mass
• quiz













• Strong l.r ( l)A puzzle
• Calculation details





• p effective mass
• quiz
• Answer of quiz
• results












-0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05
quark mass
• rrlf == ().02 point get 5 % larger
• , which makes the chirallimit 10 0/0
larger
• Both the standard fit and varia-
tional gives consistent results.
• From J1Jp ==770 MeV at (previ-
ously estimated) ud mass point,
(4)
( .) P-!"" fi)(") (f) 'J' f'
"-'0 == ., .t)Dd .. ," d) " 77l~
9/17
(J effective mass
• Previsous measuremnt using
point-wall (LW) might have ex-
cited state contamination with
negative coefficient.
• Excited state contamination in
smeared-smeared should only
increase mass, effective mass is
ought to come down from above.
• This was also pointed out in
.1Vp == 2 + 1 case.
• This discrepancy is visible only
for nl'I ==0.02 point, previous re-
sults are consistent with the new
one on other masses.














• Strong l.r ( 1) /\ puzzle
• Calculation details





• p effective mass
• quiz


















• Axial Ward-Takahashi identity (in spacial momentum zero sector)
Results
ep
e p effective mass
e quiz




• Chose ° such that





• Strong rr (1 )"4 puzzle
e Calculation details





• p effective mass
e quiz






• Using, (J4\.i4.4 Cr)0) == IJ.4-\.L4_4 Cr)0) , and
(0 I./1/1 (~r~) 17r* (.7))) ex ])4 == 11.111*,
• RHS is zero for Tn'f ---7 0, but 7[* is not NG bosons, should be
massive in the chiral limit. What's wrong?
Answer of7r* quiz
• (01.ll1-1 C:c) 17f* (p)) (X 1)4 == 11,j-1I*' is true, but writing propotinality
coefficient explicitly,
• the PCAC relation becomes
0,
.frr* == C;lTL f
for small Tl1'f.






• variational methods with to
• By a linear fit, III/.f -7 rrl'ud




(exp. rv 1.:3GeV) (7)
Most likely, 2nd excited states
etc. are contaminated.










• Strong rr (1 )/1 puzzle
• Calculation details









• p effective mass
• quiz




quark mass Tr~f == -ITliTeS'
• .in is consistent with previous
results.
13/17
0'~.01 0 0.01 0.01 0.03
quark mass
point-point correlator (setpPi in Table I)
0002~-----=-









• Propagator is sensitive to the
(partially) quenched patholo-
gies.
• Most of the previous calcula-
tions obtained rv 1.5 GeV with
a few new calculation with rv
1.0 GeV.
• There are interesting interpre-
tations for o{) (980), (1,0 (1 ll5()):
molecule, hybrid, ..
• After the smearing and accu-
mulate the data our new result
is:
• Lattice OeD
• Strong rr (1 ) ./\ puzz.le
• Calculation details





• p effective mass
• quiz












• TI'(:E) == 1/ L.r 7if (J.')r5(]f (:E) is consists of a connected quark loop,
C(t), and disconnected loops, D(t):
• Lattice OCD







• p effective mass
• quiz







(1/ (t }1/·t·(0)) == C; (t) - lV.r 1)(t)
C·!(_·' ! \
.. i ,t) == \Tr I ,
.D (t) == (Tr ),






- i\il····· 2 I 7\/1/'2
- .1 i .. IT Til-. ,0 ,
1'.1)(1:)
( ''1('' ,j t)
i 2 2iV.l .J'lo == f,2 X,
.7T




• Strong II ( 1 )/\ puzzle
• Calculation details










• p effective mass
• quiz











O.3-b.Ol 0 0.01 o.o:! 0.03
quarkmnss
• statistic error is 15% for upto
500 hundred configuration with
smearing technics.
•




• Strong {J ( 1 ) ./1 puzzle
• Calculation details





• p effective mass
• quiz








• p ~ 10% larger value at chiral limit
• o{) lighter, ,r-v 1 GeV from 1.5 GeV.
• \ '17' has ~ 15 % error
• and






Scientific Review Committee Meeting
11/17/08
This talk is based on the works:
• Physical results from 2+1 flavor domain wall QCO and SU(2) chiral
perturbation theory [to appear in PRO]
- RBC and UKQCO collaborations
- bare quark mass estimate
• Non-perturbative renormalization of quark bilinear operators and BK
using domain wall fermions [PRO 78 (08) 054510]
- RBC and UKQCO collaborations
- idea of non-exceptional momenta for improvement
• Quark bilinear operators renormalized in MOM-scheme for the
symmetric subtraction point [in preparation]
- C. Sturm, Y. Aoki, N. H. Christ, T. Izubuchi, and A. Soni
- construction of a non-exceptional RI-MOM scheme for mass
renormalization and 1 loop matching
• Ongoing numerical work on non-perturbative renormalization
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2+1 flavor DWF simulation
Strange quark mass
HPQCD-MIlC-UKQCD Q4-07(KS,a--,.g.PT)
CP-PACS.JLQCD 07(W-Clov, 8->0, PT)
PACS-CS07
(W-Clov.a='O..olt, PT)










RBC07(DWF, Il:O.12 1m, RI-MOM)












K. Jansen, Lattice 2008
~ :








• Our result (RBC/UKQCD) Stat. error only for PACS-CS
m~S(2GeV) = l07.3(4.4)stat(4.9)syst(9.7)renMeV.
- improvement of renormalization needed




- Staggered rooting problem?
• More precise results desired!
• Precise determination from first principles within reach:
- QCD parameter, basic weak matrix elements
• Light quark masses mu, md, ms
- Fundamental parameter
- Comparison with other fermions (Wilson, staggered)
• Precision test of the standard model
- BK, K~1T1T




• impose renormalization condition on the vertex
functions with off-shell quark states with momentum p
at mass less limit: [Martinelli et al NPB445(95)81].
• renormalization condition on the vertex function II of
bilinear operator 0 == urd
Zo 1
-Z -Tr(IIoPo) = 1 atp2 = J-L2 , m ---+ 0
q 12
• matching to a continuum scheme (MS) must be done at
large momentum to reduce
- truncation error of continuum perturbation theory
- contamination of non-perturbative effect (NPE)
---+ These indeed are the main sources of the
systematic error of
• Window: AQCD« p « a-I
Typical NPE contamination in MOM scheme
• 1/p2 through Weinberg's theorem
for the exceptional momenta
used in the conventional MOM:
- one gluon exchange: 1/p2
- upper part affected by di~ent NP depending on the opeator
- P: with pion pole: 1/mf
- S: double pole (quench) from topolQiical near zero mode
- A-V: 1/p2
• Suppressed if PI -# P2 non-exceptional momenta
- p cannot reroute through 1 gluon exchange
- No pion, pole, double pole, 1/p2~ 1/p6
- sMOM scheme: all 3 momenta scale as Ipl : constructed
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• mass dependence
- large (MOM)~large sys. error
- small (sMOM)
Ap A5, for exceptional or symmetric m0r--me_nt_a__----,






S(excep) m =0.03""~-----...................- MOMP(symm) chirallimit









Systematic error of MOM scheme
• mq depending part @ mq~AQCD represents the error
0.5 1.5 2 2.5
(pa/
• S, P (chiral) symmetry
- broken (MOM)
- intact (sMOM)
• How to evaluate unwanted non-perturbative contamination:
- Spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking:
AA == Av ? Ap == As?
- Further detail on A: ~-- --...
r 2 '"
X ([ b · ] AQCD mqAQCD + ... )x pertur atlve part + 2
2 ~ P p2
+ (pa) +... /' ~
'Hard to measure Easier
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- sMOM: smaller constant and gauge dependence
error budget on Zm
• sMOM -t MS conversion factor
C - 1 as C (1) (1) _ { 0.484 - O.172~ (sMOM)
m - + 47f FCm Cm - 4 - ~ (MOM)
matching
- drastic improvement possible
~momentum source
• total: very small
• 1.50/0 already small at O(a s )
• a little smaller
sMOM
• much smaller: few 0/0
sMOM ---+ MS
• size of 1-loop correction at M == 2 GeV in Landau gauge
1.5% (sMOM)
12.3% (MOM, 1 loop)
6.2% (MOM, 3 loop)
- sMOM: very small already at 1 loop
MOM
• 9% in total
• 7% from m s =I 0
- NP contamination










N 1.8 I ~~ m1.6 CDm m m • B
1.4 8
0 0.5 1.5 2.5
(pa)2
• 1 loop matching and 2 loop running makes flat (pa)2 dep
• preliminary result, (pa)2~O extrapolation not attempted
• consistent with MOMdMswhich has large systematic
error
Summary
• Improvement of the renormalization helps precise
determination of QeD and Standard Model parameters
• conventional MOM scheme uses exceptional momenta, thus
has sizable, unwanted non-perturbative contamination. Non-
exceptional momenta should be used to reduce it.
• sMOM scheme using non-exceptional momenta constructed
for bilinear operators and quark mass.
• sMOM -t MS matching calculated in 1 loop. The correction
appeared to be very small.
• Using NPR data with 2+1 f DWF, sMOM scheme NPR were
studied. Large reduction of the systematic error has been
observed.
• Systematic error on Zm reduced very much. Promising!
• Similar technique could be useful for other operators: BK etc.
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Dynamical QED+QCD Lattice Simulations
Tom Blum
(University of Connecticut, RIKEN BNL Research Center)
RBRe Scientific Review, BNL, November 17, 2008
Outline
• Motivation
• Results from the valence sector




• Previous work is incomplete
photons not coupled to sea quarks
Hadron mass splittings
Low energy constants at NLO unknown
(g-2 OK, working at fixed order in QED PT)
• Chiral Magnetic Effect [Kharzeev, et a/.]
• First calculation of this kind (hard to see all possibilities?
And pitfalls~)
2
Motivation: Chiral Magnetic EfFect
• Investigate CP violation above Tc (QCD) [Kharzeev, Pisarski, and Tytgat;
Kharzeev(2006); Fukushima, Kharzeev, and Warringa (2008); Kharzeev,
McLerran, and Warringa (2008); and many others]
• Directly observe effects due to instantons in RHIC experiments (event-
by-event basis)
• Need (model independent) lattice demonstration of effect. Later, provide
help with phenomenology
• Physics is well suited to lattice, especially with emerging Itechnologies"
(RHMC, Auxiliary Determinant, ... )
• Domain Wall Fermion (DWF) thermodynamics coming of age.
. 3
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Results from the valence quark sector
Pion mass splitting (squared) due to QED (2+1 flavors, DWF)






















o 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4
m2ps
0.0004 L------'-_...L...-----'--_--'-------'-_--'----''-------'
o 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4
m2ps
[Ran Zhou, Lattice 2008]
4
Results from the valence quark sector
• Confs =300 (Coulomb Gauge)
'"T'" • Confs =500 (Coulomb Gauge)
I • Confs =300 (Feynmann Gauge)
t
F2 vs Cop















[5. Chowdhury, Lattice 2008]
Light-by-light scattering in pure QED (warm up: g-2 hadronic
contribution). No signal yet.
5
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Proposal for dynamical simulations
• Extend current Columbia Physics System (CPS) code
• 2 + 1 flavors --+ 1 + 1 + 1 (Q == 2/3, -1/3, -1/3)
(mu , md, m s ).
• Straightforward use of existing Rational Hybrid Monte Carlo code with
modified QCD force term to include photons, added QED force terms
• For Chiral Magnetic Effect, need external magnetic field, chiral chemical
potential (if topology not fixed)
• Start above Te , follow new RBC DWF simulations using Auxiliary Deter-
minant. But also simulate in fixed topological charge sector (JLQCD)
• small pilot study easily accomodated on QCDOC, NYBlue
6
Summary and Outlook
• Current valence QED+QCD calculations productive
- Hardon mass splittings, NLO QED LEC's
- g-2 difficult, on-going
• Chiral magnetic effect, very interesting QCD physics!
- take advantage of existing RBC/UKQCD infrastructure







- on-relativistic QCD (NRQCD)
































B r t of ideas to study
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• A channel must have transverse
and longitudinal (t, E) acceptances
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Transverse Stability: Look at
















































































Probing Hot and Cold
Nuclear Matter
Rainer Fries
Texas A&M University & RIKEN BNL
RIKEN BNl
''.......... Rttsoareh Conto'
RIKEN Review, Brookhaven National Lab
November 17, 2008
Chemistry with Hard Probes
• Flavor conversions
• Photons and strangeness
• Elliptic flow
with:
W. Liu (Texas A&M)
Phys. Rev. C 77, 054902 (2008)
Phys. Rev. C 78, 037902 (2008)
arXiv:0805.3721




• Simplest measurement for medium probes: opacity
o Jet quenching and broadening
" Jl2
o Related to transport coefficient q = T
• How else can we use hard probes?
o Measure changes in chemistry of the probel
o Complementary information: access to mean free path A.
• Here: trace flavor changes of the leading jet parton coupling to
the medium (gluons: light, strange and heavy quarks: photons)
o Hadronization: parton chemistry ~ hadron chemistry
o Caveat: hadronization itself might also be changed, not accounted for here.
[see e.g. Sapeta and Wiedemann, EPJ C55 (2008)]
(~~E!!!!b Rainer Fries RIKEN200S
Leading Jet Partons
Example for q -) 9
(HT formalism in SrDrS on nucleus)
[Schafer, Wang, Zhang]
• Flavor of a jet is NOT a conserved quantity in a medium.
o Only well-defined locally! I I I I rlr'
~~"f<r,oi&-.)I(uo~:;"C·~:~~ ,s-I'
:: : :: I
: t/(): !/(~: l",p





• Could be explained by conversions
o Model with (large) elastic cross
sections gives 30~o depletion of quark
jets. [Ka, Liu, Zhang]
• Motivation: do we already see q B g ?
o Relative quenching factor 9/4 not 1"'T"T"T"TT"T""'r..,....,..,,..,...,.-r-T'"T'TT"T"'T'T""l'"'T"T"T"'1rT"T"T'"r-r-rT...,....,--rr'"T""r'T"1!"'T"T"'r"T"T""T"T~
observed in data: STAR p vs 1t






• Coupled rate equations for numbers of jet particles (flavors a, b,
c, ...) in a fireball simulation.





Quark / gluon conversions Photons and di leptons; Heavy quarks production?
inverse reaction negligible
• Need to compare to 2 ~ 3 processes.
• Non-perturbative mechanisms?
(~~!~! Rainer Fries RIKEN 2008
Two Examples for Rare Probes
• Example 1: excess production of particles which are rare in the




o Need enough yield to outshine other sources of Nrore.
• Example 2: chemical equilibration of a rare probe particle




e.g. g+s~ s+ g
S
--+
o Example: strangeness at RHIC
o Coupling of jets (not equilibrated) to the equilibrated medium should drive




• Kaons: see expected enhancement at RHIC
o Measure above the recombination region!
o Too much initial strangenessl
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• No enhancement at LHC
RIKEN2008
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Numerical Results: Heavy Quarks
• Have to take into account threshold effect
• At RHIC: additional heavy quark production marginal
• LHC: not at all like strangeness at RHIC; additional yield small
o Reason: charm not chemically equilibrated at LHC
o Results in small chemical gradient between jet and medium charm
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• Azimuthal anisotropy for finite impact paramete~.
'iooIlIK,;::::P""""""--'-_~
• Three different mechanisms: x







additional V2 < 0
production







o- 10 ~o Central :-:: ~mpt-direct
'- . - jet-QGP (non-coll)
••• jet-QGP(coll)
• _. prompt-trag
- - Thennal QGP
• PHENIX









0.02 __ JI& ! _
N 0.00 • - • - • • • • • • • • i .
> -0.02 'Witti amv----------:je~;;;;.~
-0.04 20%- 30% -Iotal
-0.06 hJ+hJ ••• Inl,aI production
-0.08 s::= =200 GeV - -jet!fragrnent [Liu, RJF]
-0.10 L--__--l..-__-u- ---J
4 6 8 10
P (GeV/c)RIKEN 21Rainer Fries
[Turbide, Gale, RJF;
Chatterjee, Frodermann, Heinz, Srivastava; ... ]
o 5ti II inconclusive.
o Large negative V2 excluded.
• First direct photon v2 results
• Conversion photons:
o no clean experimental signal from single
inclusive yields.
[RJF, MOiler, Srivastava, Srivastava, Gale, RJF;
Zakharov; ..... ; Zhang, Vitev]
• Conversion photons exhibit V2 < 0
o Another chance to catch them.
o Other photon sources with vanishin9 or




• Strangeness as non-equilibrated probe at RHIC: additional
strange quarks have negative V2.
• Expect suppression of kaon V2 outside of the recombination
region.
Recombination taken into account
15
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• Jet chemistry can reveal complementary information about the
mean free path of hard probes in a nuclear medium.
• Interesting rare probes at RHIC: excess of photons, dileptons,
strangeness
• No heavy quark excess even at LHC
• Negative elliptic flow V2 from conversion processes: photons,
kaons.
• Next: more realistic calculations; 2-particle correlations.




at weak and strong coupling
Cyrille Marquet
Columbia University
RIKEN BNL Research Center
based on
F. Dominguez, C. Marquet, A. Mueller, B. Wu and B.-W. Xiao, Nucl. Phys. A811 (2008) 197
Motivations
• it is unclear if the perturbative QCD approach can describe the
suppression of high-PT particles in Au+Au collisions at RHIC:
in the case of light quarks, comparisons between models and data indicate
the need for a large jet quenching parameter q == 5 - 10 GeV2 /fm
however, for a weakly-coupled pOCO plasma we expect q~ 1 Gev2 /fm
in the case of heavy quarks, high-PT electrons from c and b decays
indicate a similar suppression than for light quarks
the dead-cone effect in pOCO implies a weaker suppression for heavier quarks
=> this motivates to think about a strongly-coupled plasma
• for the N=4 SYM theory, the AdS/CFT correspondence allows to
investigate the strong coupling regime
the tools to address the OCO dynamics at strong coupling are limited,
but the results for the SYM theory may provide insight on strongly-




Heavy quark energy loss in a
weakly-coupled QeD plasma
The heavy quark wave function
• consider a heavy quark of mass M and energy E
the heavy quark wave function at lowest order
12/5/2008
p
the energy of the gluon is denoted W
its transverse momentum is denoted k-L
the virtuality of the fluctuations is measured by their lifetime or coherence time
tc = w / kl short-lived fluctuations are highly virtual
the probability of this fluctuation is P = L 1'lf12= P(m = 0) (1 + ~:2)-2
~M ~ ~
P(m = 0) rv asNc spin /
Lorentz factor of the heavy quark ~ = E / M
• the dead cone effect
compared to massless quarks, the fluctuation with w > r k..l are suppressed
=> absence of radiation in a forward cone
2
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Medium induced gluon radiation
• multiple scattering of the radiated gluon
this is how the virtual gluon in the heavy quark wave function is put on shell
it becomes emitted radiation if it picks up enough transverse momentum
the accumulated transverse momentum picked up by a gluon of coherence time t c
2 2 tc ~
PT == J.L - == q tc
average PT picked up ~/.A ~ if =- J.L2 / >.. rv T3
in each scattering
mean free path only property of the medium needed
• the saturation scale of the pOCD plasma
only the fluctuations which pick up enough transverse momentum are freed k~ < p~
PI = fj;;;' => k-l < (qw) 1/4 == Q s
~
this discussion is also valid for light quarks
Heavy quark energy loss
• the case of infinite extend matter
for heavy quarks, the radiated gluons which dominate the energy loss have
w == 'Y kT == 'Y Qs and t c == ,/Qs
this allows to express Os in terms of T and ElM only
Q; == {i: => Qs == (q"Y)1/3 == T "Y1/ 3 and t c == ,2/3IT
dE ,Qs 2
and the heavy quark energy loss is -- c:::: asNc -- == asNc Q sdt ,/Qs
• the case of finite extend matter of length L < ,2/3/T
the relevant fluctuations in the wave function have a smaller energy w < L kf
the maximum transverse momentum that gluons can pick-up is Q~ == q L




Comparisons to RHIC data
- - Armesto et a!. (I)
van Hees et a!. (II)
•.•• ,. ) 3J(2irT) Moore &
........ I 121(2nT) Teaney (III)
trend: models underestimate the suppression
the theory curves are obtained after taking into account the plasma geometry and expansion
the measurements do not distinguish the charm and bottom quark contributions
in the future, separating the contributions from charm and bottom quarks woud be helpful





The trailing string picture
• the AdS/eFT calculation
the quantum dynamics of the SYM theory is
mapped into classical dynamics in a fifth dimension u
the heavy quark is propagating on the boundary with a string attached to it,
hanging down in the fifth dimension, points on the string can be identified to
quantum fluctuations in the quark wave function with virtuality .... u
the string dynamics is given by the Nambu-Goto action
12/5/2008
• the string shape and energy flow
_1--.'
11 11/ f-------e-----. rthe string shape when the quark is being pulled at a
::::t:n~::[;t~~an~~t(~)=_::t~lV(~)](U~h = ~T ~:
corresponding rate of energy flow down the string: I1h _
_ dE == ~(1rT)2_V_2_ Herzog et al (2006) 1
d 2 ~ Gubser et al (2006) black-hole horizon with Hawkingt 1r 1 _ v2 Liu et al (2006) temperature T = temperature of the SYM plasma
The saturation scale
• key observation
the part of string above u == v::y Uh is genuinely part of heavy quark
the part of string below v::y Uh is emitted radiation
by analogy with the weak coupling case, we call Qs = v0 Uh the saturation scale
• results for energy loss QeD at weak coupling SYM at strong coupling
heavy-quark energy loss dE 2
_ dE ex~ Q2
-- ex QsNc Qdt s dt s
coherence time tc t c == ,2/3IT t c == ,1/2 IT
infinite matter or t c < L Q~ == T 2 ,2/3 Q; == T 2 ,
finite matter with L < t c Q~ == q L Q; == T 4 L 2




• same parametric form for the heavy quark energy loss and PT
broadening when written in terms of the saturation scale Os
_ dE ex ( asNc ) Q2 dPl ex ( asNc ) dQ~ QeD
dt VX s dt VX dL SYM
• only the saturation scale differs between pOCD and SYM
theories
12/5/2008
J == 1 QeD
J == 2 SYM
• the plasma length L dependence is stronger in SYM compared
to pOCO, for both the energy loss and PT broadening
• Os appears in other calculations, deep inelastic scattering and
quarkonium dissociation
About PT broadening
results for PT broadening
- dPt ex: .J>..dQ~ again, similar to radiative PT broadening in pOCO o<sNc dQ; / dtdt dt
t = t e , L for infinite or finite length plasma
- one easily gets the infinite matter result dpf / dt ex: Ih T 3 which is non trivial to get
with a direct calculation Gubser (2007), Solana and Teaney (2007)
- in the finite matter case, (pf) ex: T 4 L 2 (at weak-coupling: (pf) ex: T 3 L )
- same parametric form for the PT broadening in pOCO and SYM at strong coupling!
- at strong coupling: no multiple scattering with local transfer of momentum
=> no equivalent ot. q
6
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Viscous hydrodynamics and RHIC
Denes Molnar
RIKEN/BNL Research Center & Purdue University
for RBRC Annual Review
Nov 17-18, 2008, RIKEN BNL Research Center, Upton, NY
• Viscosity, causal viscous hydrodynamics (Israel-Stewart)
• Region of validity for viscous hydrodynamics, shear viscosity at RHIC
• Implications of bulk viscosity
in collaboration with Pasi Huovinen
Thermalization at RHIC ~
I '"










V2 (pi+p~) (cos 2¢p)
1.4
1.2
R _ measured yield
AA - expected yield for dilute system
very opaque - large energy loss, even for
heavy quarks
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5
PT [GeV/c]
Ideal (nondissipative) hydrodynamics describes particle spectra and elliptic
flow surprisingly well Kolb & Heinz, QGP Vol. 3 [nucl-th/0305084], Kolb, Heinz, Huovinen et al ('01), '"
D. Molnar @ RBRC, Nov 17-18, 2008
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Shear viscosity in QeD
shear viscosity: Txy = -TJ~ acts to reduce velocity gradients
largely unknown at T rv 200 - 400 MeV relevant for RHIC
perturbatively: rJ/ S rv 1, lattice QeD: v~ry preliminary
Nakamura & Sakai, NPA774, 775 ('06):
- no quarks (gluons only)
- crude lattices


















N == 4 super Yang-Mills (# QCD): Policastro, Son, Starinets, PRL87 ('02)Kovtun, Son, Starinets, PRL94 ('05)
D. Molnar @ RBRC, Nov 17-18, 2008 2
In heavy-ion collision, gradients are large and therefore viscosity should
matter. We could constrain it from RHIC data using:
- causal dissipative hydrodynamics
Israel, Stewart; ... Muronga, Rischke; Teaney et al; Romatschke et al; Heinz et ai, OM & Huovinen
- covariant transport (see last year's review)
Israel, de Groot, ... Zhang, Gyulassy, OM, Pratt, Xu, Greiner...
D. Molnar @ RBRC, Nov 17-18, 2008 3
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Dissipative hydrodynamics




1}, ( shear and bulk viscosities, f\; heat conductivity
two problems:
parabolic equations (e.g., heat flow) -+ acausal Muller ('76), Israel & Stewart ('79) ...
instabilities Hiscock & Lindblom, PRD31, 725 (1985) ...
D. Molnar @ RBRC, Nov 17-18, 2008
Causal dissipative hydro
Bulk pressure IT, shear stress 1[J.-LV, heat flow qJ.-L are dynamical quantities
II. V II. nTJ.-LV =Tr + 1['),1/ - IILlJIl/ NJ.-L =N: - --qjJ,~deal , ~deal e + p
Israel-Stewart theory [Ann.Phys 100 & 118]: relaxation equations
· 1X == --(X - X NS ) + XYx + Zx
TX
==? alleviates the causality problem (Tn == ((30' Tq == ~qT(31' T7[ == 2'f}s(32)
Also follows from covariant transport - Grad's 14-moment approximation
D. Molnar @ RBRC, Nov 17-18, 2008
4
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Complete set of Israel-Stewart equations of motion
D. Molnar @ RBRC. Nov 17-18, 2008





Israel-Stewart hydrodynamics comes from a quadratic truncation (Grad's
approach) that has no small control parameter.
=} crucial to test its validity against a nonequilibrium theory
HERE: test IS hydro against 2 ~ 2 covariant transport





T 7r ~ 1.2.\tr =--
natr
atr: transport cross section
Two scenarios: i) a == canst and ii) 'TJI s ~ canst (set via a ex time2/ 3 ).
in both cases, longitudinally expanding system V z == zit (Bjorken flow)
D. Molnar @ RBRC, Nov 17-18. 2008 7
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Pressure evolution for 0+10 longitudinal Bjorken expansion - Pideal ex T- 4 / 3

























IS hydro applicable when K o ~ 2 - ~:3, i.e., Atr ;S 0.3 - 0.5 TO
while Navier-Stokes needs K o > 6f'...)
D. Molnar @ RBRC, Nov 17-18, 2008 8
Connection to viscosity Huovinen & OM, arXiv:0808.0953
K o ~ TOTO~ ~ 12.8 X ( To ). (~) (1 / (47r))5 TJs,o 1 GeV 1 fm TJsol So (4)
For typical RHIC hydro initconds TOTO f'.) 1, therefore
K o ~ 2 - 3
TJ 1 -·2
-<--
s f'.) 47r (5)
I.e., shear viscosity cannot be many times more than the conjectured KSS
bound, for IS hydro to be applicable.
When IS hydro is accurate, dissipative corrections to pressure and entropy
do not exceed 20% significantly.
D. Molnar @ RBRC, Nov 17-18, 2008 9
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IS hydro vs transport in 2+1D








.10 - ideal Hydro
.05
- Hydro a CC T 2/ 3
- Hydro a == canst
.00
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
PT (GeV)
• excellent agreement when (J" == const rv 47mb (also reproduces RHIC data)
• good agreement for r]/s ~ 1/(.:11r), i.e., (j ex T 2 /?>
D. Molnar @ RBRe, Nov 17-18, 2008 10
Bulk viscosity
acts against compression/dilution: II == -(V iJ
largely unknown at T rv 200 - 400 MeV relevant for RHIC
perturbatively tiny: (/s rv 0.02a;.
Arnold, Dogan, Moore, PRD74 ('06)






















implies peak near Tc












D. Molnar @ RBRC, Nov 17-18, 2008 11
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Bulk viscosity generates extra entropy. Hydro only applies if that is modest
b.sshear+bulk Sf - So
So = So ;S 0.2 - 0.3
=} constrains initial shear and bulk stress, and initial time.


















TO == 0.3 fm
r---r-----r-_,..._-.,..-----.-----. -1





==? TO cannot be much smaller than 0.6 fm to avoid too much entropy increase
D. Molnar @ RBRC, Nov 17-18, 2008
Summary
Progress so far:
• we can solve causal viscous hydro in 2+10
12
• IS hydro is a good approximation, if shear viscosity is not too large
7]/S;S fewl(41r)
must use complete set of Israel-Stewart equations
• 7]/S ~ O(1)/(41r) is compatible with RHIC V2(PT) data (charged hadrons)
• if bulk viscosity is significant (Meyer's central values), viscous hydro is
applicable only for more limited initial conditions. E.g., need TO ~ 0.5 fm.
Missing ingredients:
• establish IS hydro region of validity for realistic equation of state
• include bulk viscosity in 2+10 (in progress)
• couple hydro to hadron transport (proper freezeout)

















































































































Progress in Hydrodynamics and AdS/eFT
Derek Teaney
SUNY Stonybrook and RBRC Fellow










• The "first order" stress tensor instantly assumes a definite form.
7rij -TJ (aivj + ajvi - ~oija. v)
()(E) ()(E)
• Can make "second order" models which relax to the correct form (Israel, Baier eta~
-TR Ot1rij + other derivs 7rij + TJ (aiv j + ajvi - ~oija. v)
()(E) + ()(E)
Can solve these models
Running Viscous Hydro in Three Steps
1. Run the evolution and monitor the viscous terms
2. When the viscous term is about half of the pressure:
- Tij is not asymptotic with rv T}(8ivj + 8jv i - ~8ij8IVI)
Freezeout is signaled by the equations.
3. Compute spectra:
- Viscous corrections to the spectra grow with PI·'
Maximum PI·) is also signaled by the equations.
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Viscous corrections do NOT integrate to give an 0(1) change to the flow.
Freezeout
• Freezeout when the expansion rate is too fast
• The viscosity is related to the relaxation time
• So the freezeout criterion is
233
Monitor the viscous terms and compute freezeout: Step 2
• Contours where viscous terms become 0(1)
TJ 1




The space-time volume where hydro applies depends strongly on 77/ s
Step 3: Viscous corrections to the distribution function fo -+ .fo + 6f'
• Corrections to thermal distribution function fa -+ fa + 6f
- Must be proportional to strains
- Must be a scalar
- General form in rest frame and ansatz






























Not compared to data yet. p/ e = i massless bose gas. 17/.5 = Canst
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-TR Ot1rij + other derivs
Independent of second derivative terms (K. Dusling, DT)
7r












o 0.5 1 1.5 2
PT (GeV)
~ 0.1
Gradient expansion is working. Temperature is a good concept.
Worse at larger viscosities and larger P1'1
Comparison with Huichao Son and U. Heinz
0.5 r ··········fj·usTingfTean·ey
Song/Heinz - Preliminary: not for distribution
0.4 !Au-Au (b=7 fm)
: EOS Ideal GasIfo=27.7 GeVlfm3
0.3 :T0=0.342 GeV




....................................... , .Jo L ,.
o 0.5 1.5 2
PT [GeV]
2.5 3 3.5
Codes agree. Differ in how second order terms are implemented
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Noise and Transpot of Quarkonia in AdS/eFT
Quarkonia Transport in AdS/eFT:
• In AdS (colored) Heavy Quarks Experience a large drag:
dP 'iT . I' 2
- == - -vAT P
dt 2
"'-v--"
(HKKKY; D.T., J. Casalderrey ; S. Gubser)
• How about colorless meson states?
dP = 0 ????dt .... (Guijosa, Liu, Rajagopal, Wiedemann)
239




Quarks: Where is the random motion in classical Gravity?
dp




Quantum Mechanics of the String in the Kruskal Plane
• The real time partition function of string for small fluctuations
z = JII dX1(tl) II dX2(t2) II dXl(t, Z)dX2(t, z)eiSNG
tl t,z
• The integrals over the internal coordinates can be done and yield
Z = JDX1DX2 eiSeff[Xcl(Xl(tl),X2(t2))]
Result: Langevin with memory
• Find the average endpoint X-r == (Xl + X2) /2 of the string obeys the
expected Langevin equation
• To quadratic order the retarded green function is
(~M) w2 - iw
• Then find the following effective equation of motion
d2X ~ dX
Mkin(T) dt2 + 2T dt = ~
~ ~
]\;1 - ~J\;1 drag
241
Conclusions
• Quantum Mechanics of AdSs leads to thermal noise
- Prototypical Example - Brownian Motion
• Other fields also fluctuate: the dilation cP, the graviton hILV , etc, fluctuate
















Scattering amplitudes: evolved hadron ave
function scatters on a target.
Multi I r limi nd dipol
Treat number of colors as a large parameter. In first
approximation keep leadin2: terms in
248







Dipole In e e
d
249




ulti I nwa ncti
relations between wave functions with n and I gluons.
Unlike the previous case, the splitting depends on the number of
positions of all dipoles (gluons).
ultiglu n wave unctions
and amplitudes
251
So checked only in the limit of large rapidity
difference between the hadron and the target.
Summary


















































































































































































































































































































a. Light pseudoscalar decay constants: fn and fK
b. Light quark masses: fiu = md and ills
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Primary Activities of RBC Collaboration
• Essentially all work done with 2+1 flavor QCD
* Domain wall fermions (DWF) at T = 0 III This talk
P4 staggerecl fermions ancl DWF at fillite temperature
• Rational Hybrid Monte Carlo (Clark and Kennedy)
Speed up of DWF lattice gellerationby 5.4xwithmJt =540 MeV
Allo\ved simulations with lighter pions than previollsly achievable
Exact algorithm
u
Used f()rboth. DW.F andP4 simulation.s, via CPS software suite
See good sampling of topology in ensenlbles
• T =0 DWF simulations done in collaboration with UKQCD
• Large volumes of data being produced - many people involved in
production, analysis, and renormalization of results.
Why Domain Wall Fermions?








'Lattice theory has chiral symmetry li.k.e continuum. theory
fiquark =fiinput + fires{l + O[(aAQCDPn
Operator mixing: like continuum with small corrections (m2res)
Non-perturbative renormalizationworks well
5th dimension Ls = 16 means,...., lOx harder computationally
.R.·BC Col1aboratioll has played pioneering role in n.umerical :OWF QC'O
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Neutral-Kaon Mixing from (2 + I)-Flavor Domain-Wall QeD
D. J. Antonio,} P. A. Boyle,} T. Blum,8.2 N. H. Christ,3 S. D. Cohen,3 C. Dawson,2 T. Izubuchi,2.6 R. D. Kenway,} C. Jung,4
S. Li,3 M. F. Lin,3 R. D. Mawhinney,3 J. Noaki,7,9 S. Ohta,9.2.10 B. J. Pendleton,} E. E. Scholz,4 A. Soni,4
R. J. Tweedie,l and A. Yamaguchi5
(RBC and UKQCD Collaborations)
1()
PHYSICAL REVIEW D 78, 054510 (2008)
Nonperturbative renormalization ofquark bilinear operators and B K using domain wall fermions
Y. Aoki! P. A. Boyle,2 N. H. Christ,3 C. Dawson,1.* M. A. Donnellan,4 T. Izubuchi,1.5 A. Jiittner,4 S. Li,3
R. D. Mawhinney,3 1. Noaki,6 C. T. Sachrajda,4 A. Soni,7 R.1. Tweedie,2 and A. Yamaguchi8
(RBC and UKQCD Collaborations)
rll~lsses
BNL-HET-08/5, CU-TP-1182, Edinburgh 2008/06, KEK-TH-1232, RBRC-730, SHEP-0812
Physical Results from 2+1 Flavor Domain Wall QCD and 8U(2) Chiral
Perturbation Theory
C. Allton,1 D.J. Antonio,2 Y. Aoki,3 T. Blum,3.4 P.A. Boyle,2 N.H. Christ,5 S.D. Cohen*,5
M.A. Clark,6 C. Dawsont ,3 M.A. Donnellan,7 J.M. Flynn,7 A. Hart,2 T. Izubuchi,3.8 A. Jiittner+,7
C. Jung,9 A.D. Kennedy,2 R.D. Kenway,2 M. Li,5 S. Li,5 M.E Lin§,5 R.D. Mawhinney,5
C.M. Maynard,lO S. Ohta,l1,12.3 BJ. Pendleton,2 c.T. Sachrajda,7 S. Sasaki,3.13
E.E. Scholz,9 A. Soni,9 RJ. Tweedie,2 J. Wennekers,2 T. Yamazaki,4 and J.M. Zanotti2
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Summary of Calculations
1/a =1.73(3) GeV l/a =2.42(4) GeV
fin (dyl1. mass) 331,419,558,672 MeV 310,365,420 MeV
n1.ss 743 MeV 780 MeV
Iiahtestvalence m 240 MeV 235 MeVbJt
Volull1e (2.74 fm)3 (2.60 fm)3
I11TCS (unrenoI'm.) 5.4 MeV 1.6 MeV
Ensem.ble length 5000 MD units ",6000 MDunits(lightest 2 re's)
2.9 TFlops-yrs QCDOC
Computer time ~ 2.0 Tflop-yrs QCDOC (over 1.8 calendar yrs)
",5 TFlops-yrs BG/P
(over 0.7 calendar yrs)
DWF Production time history










- ill} =0.004 QCDOC(DOE)
._._. ill} =0.004 BG/P (2K,4K)
- ill} =0.004 QCDOC(UKQCD)
-- ill} =0.006 QCDOC 4K (UKQCD)
---- ill} =0.006 ANL BG/P
ill} =0.008 ANL BG/P 2K
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Partially Quenched Chiral Perturbation Theory
• Let masses in propagators differ from masses in determinanats
• Expansion in powers of
•
• SU(2) ChPT: m1is light and only pion masses enter in logs
SU(3) ChPT: m1 and ms are considered light, and both enter logs





SU(2) Chiral Perturbation Theory, l/a = 1.73 GeV
0.11 fxy
~I = 0.005, m~ = 0.04
















mJt = 331 4.8)\~~~~~:
MeV 4.6 \,-\ \~.' r:n~.02 I.~ ..··:A=0.03 I
ensemble 4.4 . ···~~l:::~?::,:/mx=O.04 :
> i I ~
4.2 ~I = 0.005, m~ = 0.04 II
fit: mav S 0.01
0.11 fxy
~I = 0.01, m~ = 0.04
fit: mavg S 0.u1
o 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04
4.2 ~I = 0.01, m~ = 0.04
fit: mavg S 0.u1









mx=0.001 L........-,~~~g:g~5 ~:..~:: ..:~:..:
mx=0.02 I













SU(2) ChPT for Kaons
Ligllt quark logarithms 'neecled to extrapolate to phyiscalmu ' md
Only needsnln.,fmK small., not ill'K / 4nf sInall
Correct fornls =1.15 times physical value vvith valence re,sults.
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4.4
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Low Energy Standard Model Diagrams for BK
K O w± kO Electroweak process
at high energy scales












E and the Unitarity Triangle
• Summer 2007 plot uses BK = 0.75 [+0.17 -0.15] to plot band







-0.2 o 0.2 P 0.4 0.6 0.8
CKMfitter Group (J. Charles et al.),
Eur. Phys. J. C41, 1-131 (2005) [hep-ph/0406184],
updated results and plots available at: http://ckmfitter.in2p3.fr
SU(2) ChPT for BK
• Extrapolate to light quark limit including pion chirallogs
• Logs give 10% difference between measured values and physical point
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Operator Renormalization and Mixing
• For DWF, lattice BK can be renormalized non-perturbatively
• Chiral symmetry vital to control mixing with other operators
+ Z2(/-la) (Sd)V+A (Sd)V+A
+ Z3(/-la) (sd)p-s (sd)p-s
+ Z4(/-la) (sd)p+s (sd)p+s
+ Z5(/-la) (Sd)T (Sd)T
• Mixings are O(m2res) and make contributions from other operators,
which are non-zero in chirallimit, negligible.
• Current NPR work done at exceptional momentum point, which yields
larger errors. Non-exceptional momentum investigations underway
O. 910(05)stat (1::) )syst
O.928(05)stat
Physical results using SU(2) ChPT
i == 114.8(4.1 )stat(8.1 )syst MeV ,
BMS (2GeV) == 2.52(0.11 )stat(0.23)ren(0.12)systGeV,
~Ms(2GeV) = (255 (8)stat(8)ren(13)syst MeVr'
[3 == 3.13 (0.33) stat(0.24)syst ,
[4 == 4.43 (0.14)stat(0.77)syst,
A3 == 666(110)stat(80)syst MeV ,
~ == 1, 274(92)stat(490)systMeV ,
m~~p(2GeV) == 3.72(0. 16)stat(0.33)ren(0.18)systMeV ,
m~s(2GeV) == 107.3(4.4)stat(9.7)ren(4.9)systMeV ,
mud: ms == 1: 28.8(0.4)stat(1.6)syst,
in == 124.1 (3.6)stat(6.9)syst MeV ,
iK == 149.6(3.6)stat(6.3)systMeV ,
iK/in == 1.205(0.018)stat(0.062)syst,
B~S (2GeV) == 0.524(0.010)stat(0.013)ren(0.025)syst.
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Other Lattice Results for BK
•
•
Laurent Lellouch reviewed kaon physics and ChPT at Lattice 2008
Summary of BK given by Lellouch
0.734(5)(50)
2+1 DWF 0.11 4.6 > 330
f"'V
2+1 Ks~ilc > 0.06 4 > 240\ L,,~ (:~ ~::~ ~ f"'V f"'V
0.85(2)(18)
0.717(14)(39)
SU(3) ChPT for IDpS < 420 MeV
fxy
~I = 0.005, m~ = 0.04



















4.2 ~I = 0.01, m~ = 0.04






~I = 0.01, m~ = 0.04








a 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04
4.6
4.4
o 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04
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Summary of SU(3) ChPT Fits
• Fit functions agreee with data for mps < 420 MeV
• For quark masses near ms fits differ from data by up to 10%
• NLO corrections are up to 50-70% of leading order term
• Such large NLO corrections indicate poor convergence
• Caveat: we only have data for a single dynamical strange quark mass,
which may be outside of range where NLO SU(3) ChPT is reliable.
• Naively quote results for LECs from our fits
• Generally in good agreement with others
L(3) L(3) L(3) L(3) (2L~3) - L~3)) (2L~3) - Li3))4 5 6 8
this worka 1.4(0.8)(-) 8.7(1.0)(-) 0.7(0.6)(-) 5.6(0.4)(-) 2.4(0.4)(-) 0.0(0.4)(-)
Bijnens, NLO =0 14.6 =0 10.0 5.4 =0
Bijnens, NNLO = 0 9.7(1.1) = 0 6.0(1.8) 2.3b = 0
MILe, 2007 1.3(3.0)(~i:g) 13.9(2.0)(~T:g) 2.4(2.0)(~T:g) 7.8(1.0)(1.0) 2.6(1.0)(1.0) 3.4(1.0)(~~:g)






mil = 331 MeV
mil = 419 MeV f-----8-----l
SU(2) fit --
SU(3) fit -- -- -- -- ---
m~s [MeV2]80 L.L..-------I..... .L.--__---L.... ---L._-----I




SU(2) ChPT fits to new l/a = 2.42 GeV data
4r-r------.,..--,----.-----::--.,...,...,..,--,----------,
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• SU(2) ChPT fits our datavvel1
•
•
LEe's q.uite close to values
from l/a = 1.73 GeV
Will provide further informa-
tion about SU(3) ChPT
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• ill} = 0.008
• ill} =0.006
~ ill} =0.004
- illx = ill}




CP Violation in the Kaon Systelll
rI\vo arl1I)litlldes cleterrrli1le f arId cl
I
f C
lVlea,81.lrerrlerlts of 2 real 1I1IIr11)ers Ilee(le(i:
EI f} !C f
...""""....."."."""""""""""""""""""""" (
\
a1l(1 tIle 6.1 == 1/2 rl.lle
'\)
K ~ 7f7f in 3-flavor Effective Theory
• "'l-."•. 'l-.A'j' ,,'..·,·.,..•...• ,, .•.' .•..•
•
Irrep Isospin K+ ~ 1r+ KG -----* 1r+1r-
(27,1) 1/2, 3/2 _ 4mL- a(27,1) _ 4i m 2 a(27,1)f2 f3 KG
(8,8) 1/2, 3/2 12 (8 8) _ 12i a(8,8)- pa ' f3
(8,1) 1/2 4mL- ((8,1) (8,1)) 4i 2 (8,1)r a 1 -a2 pmK Oa 1
• 1
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E"/E from 2+1 flavor DWF QeD
• Columbia PhD Thesis, Sam Li, June 2008, paper in preparation
• Full QCD - remove quenching errors from earlier calculations.
• Non-perturbative subtraction of mixing with lower dimensional
operators controlled, as is mixing between 10 relevant operators































• RBC/UKQCD have large ensembles for 2+1 flavor DWF QCD
• Physics analysis complete from 1/a =1.73 GeVensemble
• Final analysis underway for 1/a =2.42 GeV ensemble
• SU(2) ChPT used for extrapolation to physical mn
• Extrapolation to continuum limit forthcoming
• Curent BK result has 5% total error. Lattice error may soon (no lon-
ger?) be smaller than other errors in E
• E// E needs direct approach, not relying on SU(3) ChPT.
• These ensembles used for many other measurements
310
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Lattice QCD: Future Strategy




• Lattice QCD past and present
• Next opportunities
• QCDCQ project
RBRC Rcvic\\;' - Nov. 18, 2008 (2)
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Past and Present
RBRC Revie\v - Nov. 18. 2008 (3)
Past
• Lattice rn.ethods easily reveal non-
perturbative properties of QeD:
- Confin.eluent
- VaCUUlTI chiral sYlTIlnetrybreal<ing
- QC'D phase transition
• Limited. phenomenological ilnportance:
- Quenched approximation.
-Light quarks too m.assive: n11[ 2:: 500 MeV
-Reliance on perturbation theory at p ~ 2 GeV
-'Discrete lattice breaks chiral sY1TIlnetry
-U'nceltain systell1atic errors.




• Develop dOlnain wall fennion method:
- Dramatically reduced lattice chiral sYlnmetry
breaking -understood how it worl<.s.
- Study Dirac spectrulTI,verify Banks-Casher.
- Optilnize gauge action (O:S·W2).
• Develop non-perturbative ren.onnalization
RBRC Revie\v - Nov. 18, 2008 (5)
RBRC lattice program
(1998-2005)
• Tacl<le K 7 Jr Jr: L1 I == 1;2 rule and &'1&
-Landmark calculation
-Result, &'1& == - 4.0(2.3) 10-4, far froln
experilnent: 17.2(1.8) 10-4
- Serious quenching errors
• Explore 2-flavor, full-QeD DWF
simulations (no quenching)
• So far Inostly computation/theoretical
physics - limited relevance to experiment.




• Now jointRBC/UKQCD project
• Generate large 2+1 flavor enselnble:
l/a == 1.73 and 2.42 GeV,
- (2.7 frn.)3 box
-- 111f[ 2 320 MeV
• All errors (nearly) under control
• .Highly relevant· forphenolnenology
• 'N'ew finite temperature studies
Staggered (p4) quarks
- Direct ilnportance toRHIC progralTI.
RBRC Revie\v - Nov. 18, 2008 (7)
RBRC lattice program: Results
(1/a=1.73 GeV)
• BKMS == 0.524 (0.01 O)stat(O.O 13)ren(0.025)syst
• .f~/j~ == 1.205 (0.018)stat(0.062)syst
• K13: .f~(O) == 0.9644 (33)stat(37)syst
• Many other interesting results!
RBRC Review - Nov. 18, 2008 (8)
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RBRC lattice program: Results
(1/a=1.73 GeV)
• These results used SU(2) x SU(2) ChPT
• SU(3) x SU(3) ChPT fails for physical mK
• Again exalnine K -7 Jr Jr , L11 == ·12 rule and £ '/£
- Requires SU(3) x SU(3) ChPT
- L1 1== 3/2 SU(3) x SU(3) ChPT fails
- L1l == 1/2 too manyLECs for our data
- s'ls = 7.6 (68)stat(256)syst 10-4
-M~ust calculate K ~ TC TC directly
RBRC Review - Nov. 18. 2008 (9)
Next
Opportunities
RBRC Revie\v - Nov. 18. 2008 (10)
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Next Opportunities: 1-2 years
• Complete 1/a == 1.73 - 2.43 GeV comparison
• Calculate a variety of ilnportant quantities:








RBRC Review -Nov. 18, 2008 ( 11)
Next Opportunities: 1-2 years
• Begin a new direction: explore chirallimit
- ,Decreasing quark mass requires:
• Increasing volume, nll[L ~ 4.
• Decreasing residuallnass.
• ,Requires a new action.
- First large-scale simulation ready to start:
• 1/a== 1.4 GeV
• (4.5 tln)3 Volull1e
• In?! 2 180 'MeV
• New quantities becolne accessible:
- K -7 Jr 1C, 11 1== -12 rule and E'IE
-Nucleons in large volulues
RBRC Review - Nov. 18, 2008 (12)
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Next Opportunities : 2-5 years
• Light quark limit, 111i[ -135 MeV requires:
- lfa ~ 1.7 2.5 GeV
---- L == 5 ---- 6 fIll
- 643 x 128 lattice volunles
- New Ifa==1.4 GeV study is inlportant 1st exploration!
• Substantial boost in comp'uter power required:
- 323 -7 643 requires r--./ 26 == 64 performance
Increase.
- 75x QC.DOC llpgrade
RBRC Revie\v - Nov. 18~ 2008 (3)
QCDCQ Project
(QCD with Chiral Quarks)




-- QCDOC design begun in 1999: now 9-year old
technology.
._- hl1portantoppoliunities:
- 180 ~ 45 n111 feature size
-Enables lTIultiple cores/chip and FPUs/core.




--Follow-on to QCDOC - BlueGene projects.




RBRC Review -Nov. 18~ 2008 (15)
QCDCQ
• Target:
- 300 Tflops sustained
16 TByte Inemory
$5M cost
- If approved, construction starts in Fall 2009
-M'achine available in SUlnn1er 2010.
• Columbia/Edinburgh/RBRC design team
responsible for procesSOr-melTIory interface
-- P. Boyle/Edinburgh
- N. Christ,R. Mawhinney/ColulTIbia
-_. C. Kinl/RBRC
• Optimize design for high QC.D efficiency_




-Feb 2007: Design work begun.
- Aug 2007: IBM: design review passed.
- Nov 2007:
C'U/Edinburgh/lB,M collaboration agreelnent signed.
Full access to design tools and data.
- Nov 2008: VHDL desigl1colnplete
RBRC Revievv - Nov. 18, 2008 (17)
Physics Opportunities
Controlling the chirallimit -m,ost ilnportant challenge
for lattice QeD
- Pions and kaons with physical masses.
-Nucleon structure at large volulne, nearly physical
ll1asses.
Study of 1r 1r states will be possible:
Decades old problenls of L1 1= 12 rule and E'IE are likely
soluble.
First preparatory studies now underway on QC'DO(',
'NYBlue and Argonne BGIP lnachines.
f"'inite tenlperature studies will reach a new level of
accuracy:
- Go froluNr 8,10 and 12 (staggered), 5(~)EOS
- Use chiral, DWF fermions,Nr =--= 8 & 10,T~Tc
RBRC Review - Nov. 18, 2008 (18)
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Preparation Essential
- Present 2+1 flavor, QCDOC enselTIbles required earlier large-
scale 2 flavor QCDSP experilnents:
QC:DSP (300 (if1ops) ~ QCDOC: (4 Tf1ops)
- Working QCDOC code and well understood physics goals were
req·uired to exploit Argonne :BG/P:
Q(~.DO(~ (4 Tflops) ~B(i/P-ANL (20 Tf1ops)
-Large-scale QCDOC+BGlP chiral experilnents have now begun:
·SG/P-ANL (20 Tflops) ~ QC~DCQ (300 Tf1ops)
- Strong physics progralTI on QC·DCQ will be needed to quickly
exploit the next Inachines:
-RIKEN 10 PflopsKobe computer
_. AN.L/L.L.NLDOE 10 Pf10ps leadership class tnachines
RBRC Review - Nov. 18~ 2008 (19)
Conclusion
• Exciting physics program --- important
physics problems are being solved.
• Large and varied group of physicists ---
many opportunities to learn.
• Next computer project offers a new level
of research potential.
- Accurate control of chirallimit
- Treat 2-particle states (K -7 1[ 1[ )
-Do nucleon physics in 6 Fermi box.
- :Explore the QeD phase transition and plaslna
using chiral fennions and at 500/0 slnaller
lattice spacings












































CURRICULA VITAE - SUMMARY
CURRENT RBRC FELLOWSIRESEARCH ASSOCIATESIRESEARCHERS
Yasuyuki Akiba Birthplace: Tokyo, Japan nOB: October 20, 1959
D.S. 1988, University of Tokyo
Experience: Research Associate, Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo,
March 1988 - March 1997;
Research Associate, High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK),
April 1997 - March 2003;
Senior Research Scientist, RIKEN, April 2003 - July 2003;
Senior Researcher, RIKEN, August 2003 - present;
RIKEN Spin Program Researcher, RBRC-E, November 2003 - present
Deputy Spokesperson for PHENIX, 2004 - present.
\Sinya Aoki Birthplace: Tokyo, Japan nOB: May 16,1959
D.S. 1987, University of Tokyo
Experience: Research Associate, Brookhaven National Laboratory, 1987-1989
Post-Doctoral Fellow, SUNY at Stony Brook, 1989-1991
Assistant Professor, U. ofTsukuba, Japan
Lecturer, U. of Tsukuba, 1993-1994
Associate Professor, U. ofTsukuba, 1994-2001
Professor, U. of Tsukuba, April 2001 - present
Visiting Fellow, joint position with RBRC Theory Group and Tsukuba University,
,April 1, 2004 - present.
Awards and Honors: Fellowships of the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science for Japanes
Junior Scientists, at Physics Department, U. of Tokyo, Japan;
First (FY 2004) JSPS Prize Award, Mathematics; Physical Sciences; Chemistry;
Engineering Sciences.
Yasumichi Aoki Birthplace: Gunma, Japan DOB: January 7,1968
Ph.D. 1996, University of Tsukuba, Japan
Experience: COE Research Fellow at the Center for Computational Physics
University of Tsukuba;
Assistant (3 year research position) at the Center for Computational
Physics, University of Tsukuba
Research Associate, RIKEN BNL Research Center, May 1, 2000 - April 30, 2003.
RBRC Visiting Scientist, with Columbia University, May 1 to July 31, 2003.
Research Associate, University ofWuppertal, Germany,
August 2003-September 2006;
RIKEN Fellow, RIKEN BNL Research Center (Theory), October 1,2006 - present.
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Summer 2002
Stefan Bathe Birthplace: Warstein, Germany DOB: May 12,1971
Ph.D. October 28, 2002 Department of Physics, University of
Muenster, Germany
Experience: PhD on WA98 and PHENIX
Postdoc at UC Riverside 2003-2007 work on PHENIX, high pT
and photon physics co-convenor Photon Physics Working Group
2005-2008 RBRC fellow since 01/2008
Award and Honors:
02/99-08/99 DAAD Scholarship of the German Service for
Foreign Academic Exchange.
12/97-11/01· Graduate Fellowship of the State Nordrhein-
Westfalen, Germany.
Thomas C. Blum Birthplace: USA DOB: December 27,1962
Ph.D. 1995, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ
Experience: Postdoctoral Fellow, High Energy Theory Group, BNL
RIKEN BNL Fellow, October 1, 1998 - September 30, 2003;
Associate Physicist, Brookhaven National Laboratory, October 2003 - Dec. 2003.
•RHIC Physics Fellow/Assistant Professor-RBRC/U. of Connecticut, Storrs,
January 1, 2004 - present.
Awards and Honors: DOE-GANN Fellowship: August 1990 - May 1993;
Year 2005 Department of Energy Outstanding Junior Investigator Award, High .
Energy Physics.
Kieran Boyle Birthplace: USA DOB: 06/14/79
Ph.D. 2007, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY
Graduate Student researcher, PHENIX at RHIC at BNL
Awards and Honors: Graduate Student Researcher, SUNY Stony Brook Physics Dept. Summer 2003
Nuclear Theory Research with Prof. Ismael Zahed. Studied chiral multiplets
of heavy-light mesons with respect to results from the BABAR collaboration.
Research Assistant, NASA Goddard Center, Maryland
Climate Research with Dr. William Lau. Examined trends in rainfall
data using Empirical Mode Decomposition to study non-linear series.
Research Assistant, Vassar College Math Dept. 2000 - 2001
Number Theory Research with Prof. John McCleary. Researched previous
methods of attacking the odd perfect number problem and worked toward
developing new ones.
Research Assistant, Vassar College Physics Dept. 1999 - 2000
Electronic device development with Prof. Mark Somerville. Studied
Indium Arsenide transistors for optimization. Streamlined computer coding
for device testing.
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Adrian Dumitru Birthplace: Bucharest / Romania DOB: October 31, 1968
Ph.D. 1997, Institut fuer Theoretische Physik, Goethe University, Frankfurt,
Germany
Experience: Baruch College, Associate Professor 09/08 - today
J.W. Goethe University, Junior Professor 01/03 - 08/08
Brookhaven Lab., Postdoctoral Fellow 10/01 - 12/2002
Columbia University, Postdoctoral Fellow, 09/99 - 09/2001
Yale University, Postdoc, 04/98 - 08/1999
Awards and Honors:
1. RIKEN-BNL Fellow, since Sept. 2008
2. Postdoctoral scholarship from the German Academic Exchange
Service (DAAD), 1998 - 1999
3. Ph.D. scholarship from the Johann Wolfgang Goethe University,
Frankfurt, 1994 - 1995
4. Diploma award from the "Heraeus Stiftung," July 1993 ad.
Abhay L. Deshpande Birthplace: Mumbai/Bombay, India DOB: March 21,1965
Ph.D. 1994, Yale University \
Experience: Visiting Scientist, BNL, 1989-1994 (Member of the BNL-E851 Collaboration)
Visiting Scientist, CERN, 1994-1999 (Member of the SMC Collaboration)
Visiting Scientist, DESY, 1998-Present (Member of the ZEUS Collaboration)
Associate Research Scientist, Yale University, 1994-2000
RIKEN BNL Fellow (Experimental Group), February 2000 - December 31, 2003.
·RHIC Physics Fellow/Assistant Professor-RBRC-E, SUNY, Stony Brook,
January 1, 2004 - present.
Awards and Honors: Gibbs Prize in Physics, University of Bombay, 1985.
Rainer Fries: Birthplace: Regensburg, Germany DOB: Aug.10, 1971
Ph.D 2001, University of Regensburg
Experience: Assistant Professor, Texas A&M University 2006-
RHIC Fellow, RIKEN/BNL 2006-
Assistant Professor, University of Minnesota, 2005-2006
Research Associate, University of Minnesota, 2003-2005
Research Associate, Duke University, 2002-2003
Awards and Honors: Fellowship for Outstanding Students, Government of Bavaria,
1991-1996
Feodor Lynen Fellow, Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, 2002-2003
IUPAP Young Scientist Prize 2007
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Yoshinori Fukao Birthplace: Aichi, Japan nOB: April 5, 1978
B.S. 2001, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan
Master Course Student, 2002 - present
Experience: RBRC Young Researcher, Experimental Group, 2002 - 2003.
RIKEN Junior Research Associate, RBRC, Experimental Group,




Birthplace: Shizuoka, Japan DOB: November 25, 1965
1996, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan
Research Fellow of the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science, 1994-1996
Postdoctoral Fellow, RIKEN, Japan, 1996-1999
RIKEN BNL Fellow, November 1999 - March 31, 2002
Scientist, RIKEN, April 2002 to March 2003;
Senior Research Scientist, RIKEN, April 2003 - present.
RIKEN Spin Program Researcher, RBRC, April 1, 2002 - present.
Masatoshi, Hamada Birthplace: Kiryu, Japan DOB: July 09,1982
Ph.D. Now Student, Kyushu Univ., Fukuoka, Japan
Undergraduate: 31/March/2005, Kyushu Univ., Fukuoka, Japan
Master: 31/March/2007, Kyushu Univ., Fukuoka, Japan
Award and Honors:
None
Tomomi Ishikawa Birthplace: Tottori, Japan DOB: December 25, 1971
Ph.D. 2002, Hiroshima University, Japan
Experience: Researcher, Hiroshima University, April 2002 to March 2003;
Institute Researcher, University of Tsukuba, Center for Computational Sciences,
April 2003 - September 2006;
Research Associate, RIKEN BNL Research Center (Theory),
October 1, 2006 - present.
Taku Izubuchi Birthplace: Tokyo, Japan DOB: February 15, 1970
Ph.D. 1997, University of Tokyo
Experience: Postdoc, Tsukuba University, April 1997-November 1999.
Research Associate (with tenure), Department ofPhysics, Kanazawa University,
December 1999 - February 2001
Brookhaven National Laboratory, High Energy Theory Group,
March 2001 - February 2003
Research Associate (with tenure), Department of Physics, Kanazawa University,
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March 2003 - present.
RBRC Visiting Fellow with Kanazawa University, April 1, 2003 - present.
Awards and Honors: Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS), Research Fellowship for
Doctor Course, 1994-1997; Andre Lagarrigue Scholarship at the International School
of Subnuclear Physics, Erice, Italy, 1995; JSPS Research Fellowship for Post Doctor,
1997-1999; JSPS Research Fellowship for Research Abroad, 2001-2003.
David M. Kawall Birthplace: Glasgow, UK DOB: April 13, 1965
Ph.D. 1996, Stanford University
Experience: Associate Research Scientist, Yale University, Physics Department, 1995-2004.
RIKEN BNL Fellow, RBRC Experimental Group, June 1,2004 - January 2005.
RHIC Physics Fellow, RBRC Experimental Group/Assistant Professor,
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, January 2005 - present
Awards and Honors: G. David Scott Scholarship in Physics, Trinity College Scholarship, Faculty
Scholar, Varsity Fund National Admission Scholarship, William R. Hossack




Birthplace: EI Paso, TX USA DOB: July 29,1981
2006, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA
Research Associate, RIKEN BNL Research Associate (Theory); October 2006 to
present.
Cecilia Lunardini Birthplace: Piacenza, Italy nOB: March 27, 1974
Ph.D. 2001, SISSA-ISAS, Trieste, Italy
Experience: 2001 - 2004 Post-doctoral fellowship at the Institute for Advanced
Study (lAS), School ofNatural Sciences, Princeton. Funds from the
National Science Foundation (NSF) and the Keck Foundation.
2004 - 2007 Five years fellow at the· Institute for Nuclear Theory
of Seattle and research assistant professor at the Physics Department of the
University of Washington, Seattle.
2007 - Assistant professor at Arizona State University of Tempe, AZ and fellow at
the RIKEN BNL Research Center (RBRC) October 2007 to present.
Awards and Honors: January 2003: Prize "Giorgio Gamberini" issued by Scuola
Normale in Pisa (Italy) for a PhD thesis in Theoretical Physics.
December 2006: Selected as plenary speaker for the major conference
"Neutrino 2006"(XXII International Conference on Neutrino Physics and
Astrophysics) in Santa Fe, New Mexico from June 13-19, 2006.
Cyrille Marquet Birthplace: Boulogne-Billancourt, France nOB: September 23, 1980
Ph.D. 2006, University of Paris VI, France
Experience: Research Associate, RIKEN BNL Research Center (Theory)
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October 2, 2006 - present
Denes Molnar Birthplace: Debrecen, Hungary DOB: June 24,1974
Ph.D. 2002, Columbia University, New York
Experience: Postdoctoral Fellow, Nuclear Theory Group, The Ohio State University, Columbus,
2002-2003;
Postdoctoral Researcher, Nuclear Theory Group, The Ohio State University,
2003-2005;
·RHIC Physics Fellow, RBRC Theory Group/Assistant Professor, Purdue University,
West Lafayette, IN, September 2005 to present
Awards and Honors: Graduate Research Fellowship, Columbia University, 1997-2002;
Postdoctoral Fellowship, The Ohio State University, 2002-2003;
Klaus Kinder-Geiger Award for Best Talk at Hot Quarks 2004 IntI. Workshop, Taos,
New Mexico, '2003
Itaru Nakagawa Birthplace: Japan DOB: October 5,1969
Ph.D. 1999, Graduate School of Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan
Experience: Postdoctoral Associate o'f the Laboratory for Nuclear Science, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Nov. 1999 to Nov. 2002; Postdoctoral Associate of Department of
Physics and Astronomy, University of Kentucky, Dec. 2002 - Nov. 2003; Research
Assistant Professor of the Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of
Kentucky, December 2003-November 2004;
Scientist RIKEN, December 2004 - present;
RIKEN SPIN Program Researcher, RBRC Experimental Group,.December 2004-
present.
Awards and Honors: Japan Ikueikai Scholarship, 1989-1994 and 1995-1999; The Peter T. Demos
Award for the outstanding Ph.D. thesis in MIT-Bates Laboratory, 2000; Award for
outstanding young physicists in Experimental Nuclear physics, Japanese Physics
Society, 2003.
, Akio Ogawa Birthplace: Japan DOB: September 6, 1969
Ph.D. 1997, Nagoya University, Japan
Experience: Research Associate, September 2002 and Assistant Scientist, April 2003, Brookhaven
National Laboratory (BNL), STAR Experiment;
RIKEN Spin Program Visiting Scientist, Experimental Group, Belle Collaboration,
KEK, January 1,2002·- present.
Kensuke Okada Birthplace: Japan DOB: November 20, 1970
Ph.D. 2001, Nagoya University
Experience: Contract Researcher at RIKEN, Wako, Japan, June 2001-March 31, 2002
Research Associate, RIKEN BNL Research Center (Experiment),
April 1, 2003 - March 31, 2006;
RIKEN Fellow, RIKEN BNL Research Center (Experiment),
April 1, 2006 - present.
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Peter Petreczky Birthplace: Uzsgorod (Ungvar), Ukraine DOB: February 17, 1973
Ph.D. 1999, Eotvos University, Budapest, Hungary
Experience: Research Fellow, Bielefeld University, Germany, 1999-2002
Goldhaber Fellow, Brookhaven National Laboratory, October 2002 - Sept. 2005;
RIKEN BNL Fellow, RBRC Theory Group joint with Nuclear Theory
October 1,2003 - September 30, 2005; RIKEN BNL Fellow/Assistant Physicist joint
with Lattice Gauge Group, October 1, 2005 to present.
Awards and Honors: Goldhaber Fellowship, 2002.
Ralf-Christian Seidl Birthplace: Niirnberg, Germany DOB: June 11, 1975
Ph.D. 2004, University of Erlangen-Niimberg and DESY, Hamburg, Germany .
Experience: Working Visit, Hermes Group at Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan, granted by
DFG/JSPS, October 2003; Hermes Experiment at DESY, Hamburg, Germany, 2002-
2004; Postdoctoral Researcher, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign;
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